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ABSTRACT 

Coastal landscapes have potential values for tourism devctopment and community 

sustainabi lity. Values may be perceived differently by multiple stakeholders. causing 

conflicting devctopment priorities. Understanding values is fundamental to eOcctive 

resource governance. This study investigated coastal landscape values on the Burin 

Peni nsul3 of Newfoundland using 3 systematic landscape inventory and a photograph

based survey. Landsc3pe preferences and values were surveyed for residents. visitors. and 

peop[e who never visited the rcgion. Results show consensus on preferences. with the 

most prctcrred landscapes being a scenic coastal islands landscape and a coastal 

community with traditional fishing infrastructurc. Multiple values were 3ssigned to [ocal 

coastal landscapes with some differences obsel"\'ed between respondent groups. which 

may have been influenced by familia rity with the region. Infonnation on non-resident 

landscape perccptions is applicable for susta inablc tourism development. and resident 

landscape values suggest landscape should be recognized as a coastal resource that 

requires a focused resource governance approach. 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

Coastal landscapes are resources with a range of potential values that can be 

explorcd to promote community sustainability. The imporHlIlce of this resource is 

magnified in areas where other resources are either limited or have become depleted. For 

many rural communities. coastal landscapes have become important economic rcsources 

for tourism. while also holding other values such as those related to culture. hcritage. 

recreation. and aesthetics. Landscape values arc also related to a person's attachment to 

p..1rticular places. and local landscapes contribute meaning to places for both residents and 

visitors. I-Iowever. different views on landscape values can lead to potential for 

conflicti ng priorities as coastal areas are developed in pursuit of economic and social 

benefits. Diflcrent perceptions of coastal landscape values may lead to coastal 

development that docs not always meet the expectations of all involved parties. For these 

reasons. understanding these values is fundamenta l to appropriate coastal planning and 

deve lopment. Knowledge aboutlandseape values. including how different or similar they 

afe betwL"Cn stakeholder groups. will contribute to achieving rcsource sustainability and 

improving coastal rcsource govemance. 

Like many other coastal rural communities facing sustainabi lity challenges. the 

people of the Burin Peninsula region in Newfoundland and Labrador (N L) are currently 

pursuing regional economic divers ification through the development of several coastal 

industries. including tourism. The intcres in tourism calls attention to the potcntial value 

of coastal landscapes as tourism resources. since the natural coastal scenery ofN L is 



often positioned by tourism promOlion as one of the pro\'ince's key attractions. In order to 

understand how residents of the Burin Peninsula value coastal landscapes. and whethcr 

these values ditTer from those of non-residents and tourists. a systematic landscape 

inventory and a sun'ey on public landscape preferences and values are conducted in thi s 

thesis research. The thesis will also discuss how such understanding can contribute to 

sustainable tourism development and infonn coastal governance processes. 

This chapter will present the purpose. context and aims of the study. To establish 

context. the concepts ofsustainablc developntent and comlllunity sustainability arc 

introduced. Coastal landscapes are discussed as a potential resource for rural coastal 

communities. such as those in the Burin Peninsula region. The importancc or 

understanding values is introduced as a resource govcnlance issue. The specific research 

qucstions for this study (Ire presented. rollowed by a brier description or methods. The 

chapter will conclude with an outl ine of the thesis and an oven-iew of each remaining 

chapter 

1.1 Resea rch Context 

The tenn "landscape" may rerer broadly to "the appearance of an area. the 

assemblage or objects used to produce that appearance. and the area itselr' (Duncan 2000. 

429). This simple definition contains the contradiction that has been a source of 

contention over the meaning orthe tern1- as it refers to both the physical appearance of 

land at a particular location. as well as the perception of the land. As Olwig (2003) notes. 

the geographical study or landscape evolved in the 20th century with considerable deb1lle 

over what the tenn means. with these two opposing points of view at the ecntre of debate. 



There have also been disagreements about what constitutes the landscape and about the 

importance of factors beyond vision, such as other senses and sociocultural factors. in the 

experience and interpretation of landscape (Duncan 1995: Duncan 2000). 

Acknowledging the contested positions of landscape studies within geography. 

this study refers to a coastal landscape as the physical constituents of the coastal zone and 

the human e.'l:perience ofthosc features. As Rowntree (1996. 129) notes. it has become 

more common for researchers to use definitions of landscape that encompass both the 

land and the perception ofland. rather than mutually exclusive "'region-or-scenery·· 

delinit ions. The relerence to coastal landscape given above is concurrent with the type of 

landscape definitions often used by researchers in landscape perception studies (see Hull 

and Revel 1989: Daniel 200 I). It is also important to note that the elements of landscape 

include both biophysical and sociocultural aspects. Interestingly. Widgren (2011) notes 

that these aspects are no longer divisible. as the history of human interaction with the 

surrounding environment has blurred the lines between what is "'natural'" and what is 

'"cullura!'·. The author uses the tcrm (IOIlll!s/;ea/ed ImlllsClipes to emphasize this history of 

human-environment interactions. which is expressed in the appearance and ecology of 

landscapes. 

Coastal landscapes fonn the setting for interaction between people and the coaslal 

zone. which is a global area bridging terrestrial and marine environments (Clark 1996: 

Hinrichsen 1998). The spatial definition used in Ihis thesis lor the area comprising the 

coastal zone includes the walersofthe contincntal shelf(seaward to a dcpth of200 m). 

the intertidal zone. and terrain extending 100 km inland (Burke 1.'1 al. 2001: Martinez 1.'1 



al. 2007). The coast is a valuable area for human endeavour. and globally the coastal zone 

is one of the most imponant spaces for sett lement and resources (Martinez el al. 2007). 

The landscapes of the coastal zone cxpress the biophysical and sociocultural 

character of coastal communities. There are potential impacts for these landscapes as 

pressure for coastal development increases. Devclopment is pursued to satisfy the 

sociocconomic needs of coastal communities. with the potential benefits of development 

including access to coastal wate)"ways. ports. and terrestrial and marine resources. as well 

as potential ror employment and other economic benefits related to business development. 

The multiple user demands on the coast presents a need for development choices. and 

these choices arc influenced by values. For example. while coastal areas are attractive 

locations for rcsidcntial rcal estate developments. thcy arc also thc ideal locations for 

many possible tourism and recreation ventures. The question of whether to develop or not 

involves weighing value-related faclOrs. such as concerns about the degmdation of coastal 

ecosystems and the potential ror employment 0)" other sucioeeonomic benefits. Impacts to 

the eoastullandscapc may also cause concern. as valued landscapes are essential elements 

or important places for residents and visitors. This suggests that human interaction with 

thc coasl1ll zone requires a balance of development and conservation. echoing the focus of 

rescarch and discourse within the slIsl(Jil/lIble del"e/opll1l'1ll framework (WCED 1987). 

The emergence of the sustainable development paradigm can be seen as a reaction 

to several changes in human-cnvironment relationships that culminated the late 20lh 

century. Such changes included increased economic growth and development. climate 

change. environmental degradation. and resource depletion (WCED 1987: Pezzoli 1997: 

Robinson 2004). These changes have had a significant impact on rural communities in 



Canada and have threatened the sustainahiEty of communities on the coast. in particular 

(Ommer 2007). According to Om mer. rural coastal communities in Canada are facing a 

crisis due to the decline of traditional resourcc-based cconomies. most notably fishing. 

This crisis has becn manifcsted through chllllenges such as unemployment. decreasing 

and aging populations. and a loss of the culture or ·way of lifc·· that has historically 

cxistcd for peoplc living in fishing communitics. 

llceause of these challenges. rural communities are seeking new and diverse ways 

to bring about economic prosperity and community sustainability. In NL. the pursuit of 

economic diversification has led many rural communities to explore tourism and its 

perceived benefits. Tourism development has been promoted as a benelicial economic 

altemative for rural communities (TCR 2009). The province·s tourism marketing strategy 

is focused on promoting the unique landscape of coastal areas and the cultural heritllge of 

NL communities (TCR 2009). TIIC potcntial economic benefit oflandscape-rclatcd 

tourism in rural NL brings allention to the value of this resourcc. Through tourism 

development. coastal landscapes have potential cconomic value for rural NL. but there 

may 1l1s0 be other vlllues aside from the economic value relatcd 10 tourism expenditures 

and cmployment. For visitors. these values may be related to cxperieneing speel1lcultlr 

sccnery and views. as wcll as valucs associated with gctting away from thc city and 

experiencing nature. It is also possiblc Ihat 11lndscapcs llfC valued by residents for their 

historic. cultural or recrcational valuc. and they may have an intrinsic valuc for their 

ecological and cnvironmentlll importance. Finally. coastallandscapcs may hold 

significant value because people may perccive them as clements of import anI places on 



thc Burin Pcninsula. Understanding how and why landscape is valued by stakeholders is a 

first step towards the cffective govcrnance of this resource for the region. 

Planning for the usc of natural resources has increasingly shilled from the concept 

of lIIon(lgelllellllO a broader concept ofgul'Crn(/IIce. While resource managemcnt is 

normally seen mainly as the responsibility of governments. resource govemance is related 

to the way public and privatc actors. such as communities. tourism-related industries and 

governments. interact to address societal challenges through actions like building 

institutions and setting principles that guide human interactions with the environment 

(Kooiman el (1/ . 2005). Several formalized govemance approaches could promote 

sustainable development for coastal landscapes. These include sustainable tourism 

plilllning. integrated coastal management. and community sustainability planning. 

Govemancc approaehcs. whcther formal or infomlal. are guided by values. nomlS. and 

principles of the people involved (Kooiman and Jcntoft 2009). These clements innuence 

ideas about resources. how best to usc them. and about how they should be governed. 

However. the similarities and differenccs in the way that people value resources are 

poorly understood, as the), ollen remain unexplored. implicit or assumed. Successful 

planning for the sustainability ofa coastal area may be dimcult when there is a poor 

understanding of how. and why. coastal resources like landscapes arc valued by 

stakeholders. Investigating the underlying values that innuenee behaviour and exploring 

consensus and eonniet about values among stakeholders can lead to more informed 

resource governancc (Kooiman 2003). In the context of coastallllndseapes. such 

understanding may facilitate the inclusion of their values in broader coastal devclopment 

considerations lind in planning for sustainable development. 



,-------------------------------------------------- - - ----

1.2 ReSl"arch Purpuse, Questions and Methods 

This thesis investigates the values of coastallalldscapcs in the Burin Peninsula 

region of NL. These landscapes arc also discussed in terms of their potential as resources 

for tourism development and community sustainability. As a region romlerly dependent 

on the fishery. the Durin Peninsula is now seeking 10 expand and diversify its economy 

through the development of several industries. including those related to tourism. 

However. other opportunities for coastal development. including port construction. 

mining. and industrial enterprises. may bring both socioeconomic benefits and significant 

changes to the coastal landscapc. possibly affecting ils tourism value. As the region 

continues to develop its economy, choices may be required regarding coastal 

development and preservation of eo as tal landscapes. 

Choices in natural resource usc arc governed in part by values (Kooiman and 

Jcntoft 2009). and differences in stakeholder perceptions of value can lead to natural 

resource use scenarios which do not meet the e .... pectations of all involved parties. 

Stakeholder values arc not always communicated explicitly. and there is potential for the 

impl icit ly held values of one sllIkeholder to oc in conllict with those of another. withoul 

either party ocing aWlIre of the problem. In Ihe case of coastal landscapes. which have nOI 

been lraditionally considered liS nalural resources. il is possible thaI a range ofimplieil 

perceived values e .... isls. inllueneing ideas about how they should be managed for the 

fulure. 



Recognizing that coastal landscapes are a potential resource for the Burin 

Peninsula region. the purpose of this research is: 

to understand how people value the coastal landscapes of the Burin 

Peninsula: and 

to consider how this infonnation can help infonn tourism planning. 

community sustainability planning. and other measures influencing the 

governance of this resource. 

Specifically. the thesis aims to answer the following questions: 

What are the perceived values of coastal landscapes for the 13urin 

Peninsula? 

What are the si milarities and differences in the way that thccoa stal 

landscapes of the Burin Peninsula are valued by residents. visitors. and 

people who have never visited the region? 

What do these results suggest in tenns of [Xllicy implications for 

sustainable tourism development and commun ity sustainability in the 

Burin Peninsula region? 

The process of investigating stakeholder values for coastal landscapes from a 

governance perspective is related to the established field of landscape assessment. or 



evaluation. Generally speaking. the practice of landscape assessment has evolved as a 

three-step process. which oftcn includes a landscape inventory. a study of perceived 

landscape valucs. and an assessment of landscape quality based on the information 

gathered (Unwin 1975: Daniel 2001). While it is not the aim of this study to produce an 

assessment of landscapc quality. both a landscape inventory and a landscape values study 

were conducted to answer the specific research questions indicated above. A landscape 

inventory method was employcd to providc a systematic ovcrview of the cxisting 

landscapes on the Burin Peninsula. This infonnation provided the basis for the design of 

the values study. which elicited infonnation on how and why these landscapes are valued 

by different groups of people. 

The results of this research are used to discuss the values of coastal landscapes. 

the potential contributions of landscape to the local economy through tourism. and the 

potential role of landscape in the sustainability of rural communities. Also considered is 

the utility of this knowledge for infonning governance decisions that promote the 

sustainabilityofthecoasta llandscapeasa natural resourcc. 

1.3 ThesisO"en'iew 

Thc thesis is presented in seven chapters. Chapter I has outlined the study and its 

aims. while also introducing coastal landscapes as a natural resource and explaining the 

importancc of understanding similaritics and differences in perceptions 3bouttheir values. 

Chapter 2 presents the Burin Peninsula region as the case study and continues the 

discussion on tourism development and coastal resource governance for this 3rea. The 

literature review in Chapler 3 provides an overview of important contexlUal and 



theoretical information for this study. with discussion ofrclevant previous work. Chapter 

4 describes the methods used in this sllldy for ooth the landscape inventory and the 

quantitative survey on landscape values. Survey data analysis and results arc presented in 

Chapter 5. This chaptcr will include information on respondent demographics. ranking 

and valuation of landscape photos by respondents. and a comparison of results between 

different respondent groups. Chapter 6 provides a discussion of these results. and their 

implications for tourism and coastal governance on the Burin Pcninsula. Methodological 

considerations will also be presented in this chapter. Finally. Chapter 7 concludes the 

thesis with a summaryofkcy findings in light of the research objectives. This concluding 

chapter will also discuss the policy contributions and methodological contributions of this 

study. and identify potentially important areas for future research. 
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CHA I' T ER 2 

STUDY A REA 

This chapter will provide tin overvicw of the Burin Peninsultl Rcgion. beginning with an 

introduction to its loctltion tlnd thc communities it comprises. Then. the population. 

economy. and employment of the region ti re discusscd. The current sttl te of regional 

tourism is described. followed by a discussion of coastal resource governance in the 

reg1On. 

2.1 Introduction to the Hurin Peninsula Region 

The Burin i\:ninsultl is located on the south COtlst of the is ltlnd ofNewfoundltlnd. 

tldjacentto Placentia Bay in the cast and Fortune Bay in the west. The pcni nsultl extends 

from the island approximate ly 160km to the southwest. According to the definition of the 

coasta l zone provided by Burke el af. (2001) and Martinez e/ af.(2007), the entire region 

can be considered cotlstal. since the greatest distance from the peninsula's north to south 

coast is approximately 40km (sce Figurc 2.1). 

Thc Burin Peninsultl Rcgion is one of nine Rural Secrettlriat Regions. which are 

rural governance areas defincd by the Nt Departmcnt of Innovation. Trade. and Rural 

Development. The regiontll inlonnation contained in this chapter will refcr to the area 

defined by the Rural Secretaritlt region. shown in Figure 2.1. There are fo rty communities 

in the region. with all but Winterltlnd located on the coast. Most of these coastal 

communitics were originally sCllled for acccss to fishing grounds. and the fishery has 

historically played and important role in the development of the region. 



Figure 2.1 The Burin Peninsula region (Community Accounts 20 11). 

The extensive coast line of the region also provides the scenic coastal landscapes 

that are a main selling point for the local tourism industry. Tourism promotional materials 

emphasize the "scenic, wild und rocky coastline'" of the region (HRTA 2007). The 

12 



landscapes of the peninsula are influenced by the region's terrestrial ecology. which is 

predominantly the southeastern maritime harrens eco-region (Natural Resources NL 

20 lOa). This type of area is characterized by extensive barrens. with some Balsam fir 

forest. The extreme southern tip of the peninsula is classified as the eastern hyper-oceanic 

burrens ceo-region. an area in which the oceanic climate prevents the gro\\1h of forests 

aside from stunted krummholz Bulsu111 Fir. locully known us tuckamore (Nut ural 

Resources NL 2010b). 

2.2 Population 

As of 2006. the populution of the region wus 21.600 (Community AccoUnlS 2007). 

This population represents 4% of the total population of NL. Marystown is the largest 

town and the main service centre for Ihe region. with a population of over 5.000. Other 

lowns huving populations greater than 1.000 include Burin. Fortune. Gmnd Bank. und SI. 

Lawrence (Statistics Canada 2006). However. small coastal communities main ly 

characterize the area. Of the forty communities in Ihe region. thirty have populutions of 

500 or less. 

There hus been significant populalion loss in the region since 1991 due to both 

natural populalion change and out-migration (Rural SecTCluriat 2007). NUlural population 

loss has occurred with declining birth rates and generally stable deuth rates since 1991. 

while out-migration has continued with people moving away for employment and other 

incentives (Rural Secretariat 2007). The rate of population loss hus been significuntly 

higher here than in the province as a whole: from 2001-2006. the regional population 

decreased by 8.9%. while the 10lal provincial population declined by just 1.5%. This trend 

13 



of out-migration from rural Newfoundland is one of several major socioeconomic 

changes resulting from the decline of Northern cod stocks and the subsequent fishing 

moratorium of 1992 (Hamilton and Dutler 2001). In general. the trend towards population 

decrease seen throughout the Burin Peninsula has occurred faster in the smaller 

eommunitics ·than in the larger to\\'\1S of the region (Rural Secretariat 2007). 

2.3 Economy and Employ ment 

There arc indications that the regional economic conditions are more vulnerable than 

those of the provincial economy. For example, the gross personal income per capita for 

the region was $22.700 in 2007. which was slightly below the provincial average of 

$24.900. Anothcr economic indicator is the self-reliance ratio. which measures financial 

dependence on government transfers. In 2007. this ratio was 71.9% for the Burin 

Peninsula region. indicating that 28.1% ofincol11e in the region depended on government 

sources such as Canada Pension, Old Age Security. Employment Insurance. Income 

Support Assistance, and others. In comparison. the province as a whole had a lower 

dependency on government transfers wi th a self-reliance ratio of 79.4%. However. home 

ownership in the region was higher than the provincial rate (78.7%). with 83.9% of 

homes in the Burin region being owned versus rented (Community Accounts 2007). 

The regional employment rate was also below the provincial rate. with 74% 

employment in the Burin Peninsula region compared to 76.7%. provincially (Community 

Accounts 2007). The regional workforce is also aging. as more people retire and fewer 

young people enter the workforce. Employment in the region is provided through a 

number of diver~e industries: significant among them arc sales and service, includingjobs 

14 



related to tourism. as well as construction. and primary industries such as fishing and fi sh 

processing (SRDC 2008), The regional employment percentages by industrial sector are 

shown in Figure 2.2 

Figure 2,2 Burin Peninsula regional employmem by sector 

2.4 Tourism 

Tourism development has become an imJXlrlant economic strategy for rural areas 

throughout the province (TCR 2009). The provincial government reJXlrls that in 2007 

tourism contributed almost $790 million 10 the provincial economy. supJXlrting 12.730 

jobs and generating other economic benefits (TCR 2009). The Schooner Regional 

Development Corporation (SRDC). the economic developmem board for the region. has 

identified tourism development as an engine of growth for the Burin Peninsula. Along 

with pursuing several other key industries such as manufacturing. fi sheries. and mining. 
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cncouraging the recent tourism increases is advocatcd in the region's strategic economic 

plan (SRDC 2008). 

Tourism in the Burin region is promoted and coordinated by the Heritage Run 

Tourism Association (HRTA). The association's membership includes a broad range of 

stakeholders including tourism operators. municipal governments. community groups. 

restaurants. and other local businesses. The HRTA is managed by a volunteer board of 

various representatives from thesc stakeholder groups. Therc are three visitor inlonnation 

centres operated by the HRTA. which arc located at Goobies. Marystowll. and Fortunc. 

The association has also dcveloped and maintains a scries ofvicw-parks. which arc pull

olTareas along Route 210. the provincial highway leading to the peninsula. These arcas 

feature interpretive panels on the cultural and natural his tory of the region (HRTA 2007). 

Route 210 branches 01T the Trans-Canada Highway (TC H) at the town of 

Goobies. Travel by highway is essentially the only way lor visitors to get to the peninsula 

from thc rest of thc island of Newfound land. Thcre is a fcrry passcngcr scrvicc bctween 

the town of Fortune and Ihe French islands of Saint·Pierre et Miquelon. which arc 

approximately 25km wcst oflhe Burin Peninsula. Thc fcrry is the main point ot'access for 

visitors from Ihe French islands to NL. and access to Saint-Pierre et Miquelon is one 

anraction for visitors to make thc drive to Ihe Burin rcgion. Driving from SI. John·s. the 

capital cit)' and location of the ncarest major airport. to the Route 210 exit in Goobies 

takes approximately two hours. with a furthcr thrce hours required 10 drivc the Icngth of 

thc peninsula. Duc 10 the pcriphcrallocation orlhe Burin Peninsula. the HRTA promotes 

the opportunity to experience the uniquc heritage and landscape of thc rcgion as a 

separate experience from visiting the rest of the province. 
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Along with cultural heritage. thc natural environment and rugged landscape ofNL 

are considered the main attractions for marketing tourism in the province (TCR 2009). As 

is thc case for the province in generaL the coasta l landscapes of the Burin Peninsula are 

promoted for tourism. For example. the town of BUT in heritage walk is marketed as an 

opportunity to experience a historic fishing settlement and for its natural coastal scenery 

(I-IRT A 2007). In this way. the coastal landscape is frequcntly prescnted as a beautiful 

and spectacular selling in which a visitor can participate in activitics and interact with 

loca l communities. 

While there is no ollicial record of to tal visitors to the Burin Peninsula. several 

indicators suggest that the number of visitors has been increasing in recent years. FOT 

instancc. the HRT A kceps records of the total number of people visiting at each of the 

three visitor information centres over the peak tourism season. The total visitors counted 

at these centres over the 10-week peak season increased from 15.718 in 2004 to 17.283 in 

2009. the highest year on record (HRTA 2010). Increases were also seen in occupancy 

rates for accommodations in the Burin Peninsula economic zone. with 2010 being Ihe 

highest year on record for yearlong and peak-season occupancy rates (TCR 2010). 

Another possible indicator of visitor numbers to the Burin region is the data for visitors 

who travel to the French islands of Saint-Pierre et Mique lon via the ferry from Fortune. In 

2008. the SRDC reported an estimate of 7.500 visitors travelling from Fonune to the 

French islands between June and September (SRDC 2008). 

A similar increasing trend in the number of visitors is observed provincially. As 

shown in Table 2.1. in 2010 the province received 518 500 visitors. resulting in $41 0.6 

million in related expenditures. This represents a record year for tourism in NL. which the 
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provincial government attributes to increased spending on tourism marketing. as well as 

attention gained through large·scale events such as the 2010 luno Awards in SI. 10hn's 

and the Cupids 400 Celebrations. and features in magazines such as National Geographic 

Trave1er(TCR 2010). Increasing the numbcrofannual visitors. und related tourism 

expenditures. relTIuins a goal for the provincial government (TC R 2(09), as well as for the 

Burin region (SRDC 2(08). 

Table 2.1 Visitors and tourism expenditures for NL from 2003-2010 

Year Non-Resident Expenditures 
Visitors ($M) 

2003 424400 299.9 
2004 449300 320.6 
2005 469600 336.4 
2006 496400 265.4 
2007 490 100 369.3 
2008 480100 357.4 
2009 41D200 374.6 
2010 518500 410.6 

Source: Tourism. Cuhureand R~"Creation. 2011 

2.5 Coasta l Resource GOl'c rna nce 

Coastal resources remain vital for the socioeconomic suslainabilily of the region. 

In addition to fisheries. which continue to employ 20% of working residents through both 

harvest ing and processing (see Figure 2,2). access to the coast is also important for olher 

industrial dcvelopmcnts such as manufacturing. mining. and murine transport. 

As the region continues to develop these industries and place mUltiple demands on 

the coast. there is a potential for conflict over coastal access. as well as contiicting 
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perceptions about conservation or development of coastal resources. Large-scale 

industrial developments will likely change the appearance of so me coastal landscapes. 

Alrcady. metal fabrication and manufacturing has emerged as a significant industry in the 

MarystowlI area. providing employment for residents of Marystown. and many olher 

communities in the region (HRLE 2007). A recent announcement has indicated that 

fluorspar mining will soon reopen in SI. Lawrence. bringing hundreds of jobs to thc 

region during construction and remaining a major employer once the mine is operational 

(CBe News 2011). While these industries otTer opportunities 10 the region through 

employment and other socioeconomic benefits. thcy may pose a potential concern to 

some residents tor their impact on the environment and aesthetics of the coast. In one 

recent example of such conflict. a tourism operator in the town of Spanish Room 

expressed concerns that a proposed expansion of the nearby Marystown shipyard would 

negatively alfect his business (eBe News 2010). 

As introduced in Chapter L governance refers to the ways in which public and 

private actors interact to create opportunities and solve problems (Kooiman el (I/. 2005). 

In the case of the Burin Peninsula. there are a range of individuals and institutions that 

influence the governance of coastal resources. Formal institutions include municipal 

councils. the SRDC. the Rural Secretariat Regional Council. and the HRTA. Community 

groups and volunteer organizations such as the Burin Peninsula Environmental 

Committee also playa role. There is collaboration between these various stakeholder 

groups to produce plans and strategies for regional development. While coastal resources 

are an important topic of such plans. there is little attention or specilic planning for 

eoastullandscapes. This is the case for the province generally. where coastallandsc3pcs 
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are acknowledged as valuable for a variety of reasons. yet there are no formalized plans 

tor sustainable use of these resources. This study will contribute infommtion on landseape 

preferences and values. whieh may be useful for infomling governance choices affecting 

the suslainability of coastal landscapes. 
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CIIAPTER 3 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

This chapter reviews key literature and previous studies on values in natuml 

resource governance. tourism planning. and landscape studies, To set context for the 

development issues faced by rural regions such as the Burin Peninsula. the chaptcr begins 

with an overview of the concepts ofsustainablc development, community sustainability. 

and rural restructuring. This is [allowed by a description of natural resource values and 

key methods used for measuring and capturing values, Sustainable tourism development 

is reviewed. lallowed by a discussion of the relationship between landscape and tourism. 

Acknowledging the important role that perception plays in landscape valuc. the chapter 

next reviews previous landscape studies thllt have researched public perceptions. 

preferences. and values. Fina lly. the chapter discusses seveml approaches to coastal 

landscape governance. 

3.1 Susta inability in Rural NL 

3.1.1 SIl~'((lil/(fhle De"e/opmelll 

Sustainable development has emerged as the dominant pamdigm through which 

governments and the public address social and environmemal problems (Roseland 2000). 

International attention to this concept began through the United Nations in the 1970s and 

1980s. culminating wi th the World Commission on Environment and Development's 

(WCED) 1987 report Our COli/ilion Fulure. This report defined sllstainable development 

as "development tlmt meets the needs oflhe present without compromising the ability of 
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Cuture gcnerations to meel their own needs" (WCED 1987. 8). and pul particular 

cmphasis on reducing economic poveny through cnvironme::nta lly sustainable:: e::conomic 

de::velopment. 

Although the WCED definition has become a standard. discussion on what 

sustainable development is and how it can be achieved continues. Sustainability is usually 

represented as an intersection of three dimensions - economic. social. and environmental 

(Robinson and Tinker 1997: Roseland 2000: Cocklin <:1 al. 2002. 5). Each dimension has 

its own imperative:: for sustainable de::velopme::nt. and the way that sustainable 

development is interpreted often depends on which of these dimensions is considcred thc 

most important (Robinson and Tinker 1997). This implies that local Cactors can innuence 

how sustainable deve::lopment is conceptualized and implemented. For example. a rural 

community which struggles to overcome economic poverty and unemployment may 

consider the economic imperative to be the most important. In the case of fisheries. some 

may view the environmental imperative as a priority. leading to a fisheries closure or the 

establishment ofa marine protected area (MPA). 

Differences in how the imperatives are prioritized result in debate over the theory 

and practice oCsustainabk development. However. Cocklin el (1/. (2002) point out that as 

a socially constructed concept. sustainable:: development is open to mediation and debate. 

especially among people who prioritize cconomic. social and environmental values 

diffen:ntly. At the root ofthc debate arc two opposing views of sustain abi lity - one which 

locuses on social systems. such as culture and economy. and another which focuses on 

natural systems. such as biodiversity or habitat. Maintaining an open dialogue on how the 
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potentially conflicting imperatives can be reconciled is advantageous in the discussion of 

how sustainable developmcnt can be achicved. 

Rather than viewing sustainability from either a social or a natural perspectivc. 

Philips and Clarke (2004) proposed that a unifying concept linking these two perspectives 

is needed. They argue for the usc of landscape as a conceptual bridge. or a medium 

through which sustainable development challenges are addressed. In their view. the 

concept of land sea pc embraces the social and natural dimensions in the manner required 

for sustainable development. They also argue thatlandscapc introduces the appropriate 

temporal and spatial scales for understanding the environment. Finally, the authors nOle 

that as a widely uscd ternl. "landscapc" may engage more people in sustainable 

development processes than a word such as "'biodiversity". which is less accessible and 

docs not convey thc samc relationship betwcen people and place. 

3.1.2 Commlll/ity SlIs/aimlbili/l' P/UllI/i/lg 

The concept of sustainable development has had an impact on the theory of 

community development and community planning (Roseland 20(0). The application of 

sustainable development principles to communities has resulted in the concept of 

slIsllIillllble COlI/llllmil)' dl'\"doPIIII'III. which is a suitable term for the development goals 

that many rural coastal communities in Canada are attempti ng to achieve. Strategies to 

develop sustainable communities are varied and wide-ranging, and successes or failures 

in sustainable community development are very much dependent on place·related 

context. Efforts toward this goal arc carried out formally and informally by many 
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dilTerent agencies such as municipalities. provincial and federal govemments. and 

cOlll lllunity volunteer groups. 

In Canada. the federal govemment has implemented community sustainability 

planning through the Gas Tax Funding Program. The federal govenlment has gas ta.-': 

agreements with all provinces and territories. Under these agreements. federal gas tax 

funds arc invested in environmentally sustainable municipal infrastructure (Municipal 

Affairs 2009). In order to receive infrastructure fu nding through the program. 

municipalities arc required to complete an Integrated Community Sustainability Plan 

(lCS P). An ICSP is a plan developed in consultation with com munities. which aims to 

direct com munity development towards long term sustainabil ity (Municipal Affairs 

2009). In the [C5 1' frame\\ork. comm unity sustai nabi lity is understood to be supported by 

five related pi llars of sustain abi lity. including environmental. ecological. social. cultural. 

and govemance pillars (Municip.11 Affairs 2009). IC5Ps arc required to be completed 

through collaboration with cOnllllunity members in order to define a community vision 

and establish sustainabi lity goals for each pi llar (Municipal Affairs 2009). This process is 

meant to foster interaction between a wide range of actors. including municipal 

govemments. community organizations. industry. labor. and residents. 

Ling ('I {II. (2009) provide a template fo r ICSP. created in consultation with over 

six-hundred individuals. The authors note thaI there will be considerable challenges for 

moving the ICS P process beyond rhetoric to create a plan that actually contributes to 

long-term community sustainability. Through case study reviews. the art icle identifies 

common challenges for this process. including poor frameworks for integration. 

inadequate scales or attention. the need for new governance approaches. and the challenge 
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of in elusion. Overeoming these challenges will require a high level of integration and 

cooperation. including interdisc iplinary research. The authors also emphasize the 

importance of participatory community planning. As will be shown in this thesis. 

clicitation of public landscape values is one of the tools that can be used to encourage 

public participation and engagement in the discussion about community sustai nabilily and 

planning. 

3. 1.3 He~'lrllclllri"g (111ft Hegimwl Del'dopmt!1If ill Hilmi NL 

As discussed in Chapter I. many rural coastal communities in Canada have 

undergone major socioeconomic changes in reccnt dccades (Ommcr 2007). Significant 

ecological changes havc also occurred. often impacting the natural resouree base that has 

traditionally becn the socioeconomic foundation for rural communities. The linkage 

bet\\een ecological and socioeconomic changes is a major challenge for rural 

communities. and the processes through which they react to these changes have been 

rcferred to as restructuring (Bowler el af. 2002: Ommer 2007). 

Ommer (2007) views restructuring as number ofintel"llctive and dynamic 

processes. occurring with the interplay between environmental and social systcms. [n 

addition to being interactive. these processes may also be co-dependent. as was the case 

aflcr the decline ofNL cod fisheries in the 1990s. While Ommcr gives evidence of 

communities in crisis as a result of such changes. restructuring can have both positive and 

negative effects on a community. Bower ('I al. (2002) note. for instance. that some rural 

communities have been able to take advantagc of the changcs that come with 

restructuring. while others are disadvantaged. This dispari ty exists at the individual level 
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as we ll. with some individuals in a community benefitting from restructuring while others 

do not. 

One policy direction taken to face the challenges or rural restructuring in NL is the 

regional economic development approach. Focusing on rural economic development 

policy in Nt. House (200 1) examines Ihe suitabilityofthe regional development 

approach that has been taken by the provincial government. In reviewing the history of 

rural development strategies for the province. House asserts thai it is diOieult to conelude 

whether or not regional development is actually a viable option for Nt. because it has yet 

to be applied with the level ofintegmtion and co-ordination Ihat is required. The author 

argucs that if the regional development approach is to be applied with success. the 

provincial government must provide support and resources to overcome a lack of local 

capacity. 

Like many rural coastal communities in Canada. rural NL is involved in a process 

ofrestrucluring through a number of socioeconomic and ecological changes. It is 

important to notc the reccnt policy cmphasis on regional economic development. and 

Housc's (2003) conclusion that. despite the fac l thai this approach has been advocatcd by 

the provincial government. there has been a lack of capacit)' and support for furthering 

economic development at the local and regional levels. Another key consideration. noted 

by Ommer (2007). is that restructuring can result in institutions and policies that do not 

adequately address the realities of the social and natural systems. which in tum creates 

risk for socio-ecological health. This suggests that it is important to examine the 

suitability of institutions and policies for Ihe social and natuml syslcms the)' correspond 
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to. It is in this contcxt that rural NL communities are currently considering sustainablc 

dcvelopment and community sustainability issues. 

3.2 [m'ironm ental Va lu es 

3.21 £m'iro/lIllI!/If(11 Va/III!S allff "'mllral RI!~'ollrcl!~' 

Sattcrficld and Kalof(2005) note that thc study of cnvironmental valucs is 

ehameterized by multifaceted approaches and considerable dispute. Environmental values 

have been studicd through a variety of academic disciplines. and there arc different 

meanings for the word value. which can make sorting through the li terature on the subject 

difficult. Two different. but rela tcd. meanings of the tenn environmental values arc used 

to express held values and assigned values. Held values include the pri nciples and 

concepts that arc important to people, and they include notions such as responsibili ty and 

justice (Brown. 1984). In relation to the environment. held values influence a person's 

envi ronmental behaviour and attitudes. and infonn their opinions on how n:ltural 

resources should be managed. On the other hand. assigned values refer to the values that 

people h:lve for a particul:lr environmental asset. or natural resource. In general. assigned 

values express a person's preference for an object, and his or her judgment of the object's 

worth (Brown. 1984). In an cnvironmen131 contcxt. assigned value refers to the wort h that 

individuals ascribe to natural resources. such as a particular species of wildlife. Assigned 

values for natural resources arc influenced by the held values that Conn a person's 

attitudes and behaviour towards the environment. 

There arc several differe nt types of value that may be assigned to a particular 

natural resource. or environmental good. Envi ronmental assets have economic value, in 
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that they arc used by people to satisfy material and immaterial needs (de Groot 1992). 

Pearce (1993) notes that economic valuation processes measurc anthropomorphic value. 

which relleets the worth of something as a commodity for people. However. many people 

also believe that environmental assets have intrinsic value. independent ofthcir utility to 

humans. Both types of value are important to consider for decision-making regarding 

environmental resource use (Pearce 1993). 

TIle economic value of an environmental resource is related to the goods and 

services produced through functions such as providing habital for wildlife or being Ihe 

location for recreational activities (de Groot 1992). Four types of economic valuc have 

been dcscribed for cnvironmcntal resources: direct-usc valuc. indirect-usc valuc. option 

va lue. and non-use value. De Groot and Ikin (2007) adapt previous work on the value of 

ecosystem services (de Groot. 1992: Pearcc and Turner 1990: Millennium Ecosystem 

Assessment 2003) to discuss thcse Iypes of economic value as they relate to landscape 

functions. 

Direct-usc value arises when an environmental asset such as landscape is utilized 

in direct ways. as in the production ofl"ood from an agricultural landscape. or the 

recreational use of a hillside lor hiking. Indirect-use value arises when benefits arc 

reecived indirectly. such as through the water-purifying functions of wetlands. Option 

value is related to the conservation or protection ofa resource to meet future demand. 

where people arc willing to pay for the option of using a resource in the fu ture. Finally. 

non-usc value refers to the intrinsic value that peoplc may believe is inherent in an 

environmental asset. These four types of economic value may be recognized by the 

market in the form of monetized value. or they may exisl as a non-market value Ihal is 
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implicit in the price ofa related good. which is onen the relationship between landscape 

and real estate (de Groot and Hein 2007). 

Natural resources such as landscape are not only assigned economic values. There 

is a range of value types that may be assigned to landscapes. which vary according to the 

meaning and importance that landscapes have lor people. As an interlace between people 

and their surrounding environment. the landscape can hold meaning related to a person's 

identity and sense of place (Relph 1976: Jackson 1984). Landscape is also an aesthetic 

object. which. in addition to being appreciated visually by residents and visitors. has also 

played an important role in the development of art and literature (Kennedy t'/ (11.1988: 

Bourassa 1991). The role of perception in understanding landscape is emphasized by 

Meinig's (1979) essay. "The Beholding Eye: Ten V<:rsions of the $3me Scene". in which 

the author dcpicts landscape as natuTC. habitat. artefact. system. problem. wealth. 

ideology. history, place. nnd aesthetic objec\. I-low one defines the lnndscnpe is a product 

of onc's relationship to that landscape. which suggcsts that perceptions infiucncc how 

landscapes are delined. and. by extension. how they are valued. 

3.22 Meam rillg 1111(1 Grlplurillg Vaille.~ 

Satterlield and Kalof(2005) note an increasing interest in research designed to 

measure and capture the valucs ofnaturalnnd environmental resources. The nuthors make 

a distinction betwecn axiomatic and relativistic approaches to this type of research. 

Axiomatic values rescnrch is distinguished by expert-based assessments. in which the 

values of natural systems are estimated or argued for through the principles of ecological 

economics or environmental ethics. TIle purpose of this type of research is often to 



illustrate the value of natural resources. environmental goods. or ecosystem services. 

which may have been typically overlooked and undervalul-d (Satterfield and Kalof 2005), 

Reilltivistic vlllues resellrch. on the other Imnd. is designed to el icit public values for 

natural resources. This type of values study docs not attempt 10 establish ""truc"" valuc. but 

mther its purpose is to gauge the mnge and depth of public values tor purposes such as 

poliey-mllking and governance. Both expert-based and public perception-based 

approaches have been used to examine natural resource values in both monetary and non

monetaryternls. 

Expert-based value assessments may illustrate or argue for the monetary values of 

natural resources. Coslllnza et al. (1998) produced a prominent study on thc mllrket and 

non-market values of the world' s ecosystcm services. This study assigned a total 

l'Conomie value to the services produced by nalUral ecosystem functions such as water 

rcgulation. nutrient cycling and cultural value. Similar lIpproaches havc becn takcn in 

studies estim<lling the ecologic<l1. soci<l1. and economic importance of the world's oceans 

(Coslanza Ifl al. 1998)llnd the world's coasts (Martinez ('/ af. 2007). 

The monetary v<llue oflandsc<lpes has lliso been estimated by hcdonic pricing. 

which is a method used 10 estimale Ihe value of ecosystem services related to the price of 

markelllble goods such liS real estate. Wilh thc hedonic pricing melhod. monetary 

property va lue is used to estimate the value ofrclated environmental characteristics such 

as llir qUlllily (Freeman 1979). The monelllr), value of landscapes can be assessed in a 

similllr way. Ham ilton (2006). for example. examines the relationship between the price 

of coastal accommodations and coastal landscape value in Ihe Gennan cOllslal slate of 

Schleswig-Holstein. The results of this analysis show that the type of surrounding coastal 
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landscape allected thc price of accommodations, A monetary value tor these types of 

landscape was thcn estimated using the price that tourists pay ror coastal 

accommodations. 

Monetary natural resource value may also be estimated through public perception

b..1scd studies. The dom inant method ror monetary value elicitation has been contingent 

valuation. in which surveys arc used to assess willingness-to-pay (WTP) and/or 

willingness-to-accept (WTA) in dollar amounts (Sallerfield and Kalof2005). WTP refers 

to the maximum amount that a person will pay for a good or service. whi le WTA refers to 

the amount that a person will acccpt in compensation for the loss ofa good or service 

(Carson 2(00). Wil lis and Garrod (1993) used a WTP-based survey to understand 

resident and visitor prererenees for landscapes in the Yorkshire Dales National Park. U.K. 

Interestingly. Knetsch and Sinden (1984) have shown that WTA often exceeds 

WTI'. meaning that people otten assign a higher monetary value for losses than they do 

ror gains. This has implications for environmental values in particular (Knelsch 1990). 

especially when deciding compensation measures for environmentally degrading 

activities. For example. if a compensation value were to be measun .. d for the degmdation 

of landscape due to coastal development. it may be more appropriate to use WTA than 

WTP, 

Studies of public perception may also be designed 10 investigate Ihe value ofa 

resouree in non-monetury tenns. One example of such an approach is the environmental 

damage schedule (Chuenpagdce ('/ (II. 200103. 2001 b). which uses the paired comparison 

method to elicit public perceptions concerning the importance of resources and potential 

environmental changes. In a paired comparison sun·ey. respondents arc given a set of 
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questions in which they must chooS\! one object from a pair. based on the panicular 

question a researcher is interested in. such as which is most preferred. or which is most 

imponant. The results of paired comparison are analysed to produce scale values 

measuring the relative importance of each object. These scale values reflect the collective 

judgments of respondents. or groups of respondents. Chuenpagdee <:1 (If. (200Ia) use an 

environmental damage schedule approach to produce scales of importance for coastal 

resources in Ban Bon Bay and Phangnga Bay. Thailand. 

3.3 Tourism 

3.3.1 S,u"laillabll! TOllri~'m 1111(1 Commllllit)' P(/rticiplilioll 

Richards and Hall (2000) note that with tourism increasingly being focused on 

community-based allractions. sustainable tourism depends on sustainable communities. 

While community sustainability has clear bencfits for the tourism industry. questions may 

arise concerning the reali ty of the benefits and harms that tourism can bring 10 a 

community. Research suggests that the realilY of these impacts depends on what type of 

tourism is being developed. and also on the context oflhe community in which it is being 

developed. For example. Garrod and Wilson (2004) show that rural ecotourism can bring 

socioeconomic benefits through increased cmployment. whi le providing alternative 

deve lopment options in areas where traditional resource-based economics have decl ined. 

Orams (2002) discusses the socioeconomic benefits affecting the rural coastal community 

ofKaikoura. New Zealand. where tourism related to whale-watching and other marinc 

mammals has helped the town improve its economy. There also may be cultural benefits 

10 eenain kinds oftourislll. as seen in the Evangeline region ofPrinee Edward Island 
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(PE l). where cultural tourism development has helped to support traditional Acadian 

culture and heritage (McDonald and Jollitle 2003). Stewtlrt (1993) discusses the potential 

for nature tourism to provide economic incentive to protect coastal resources. while also 

increasing environmental awareness through educational experiences. 

Howcvcr. tourism dcvelopment can bring harms such as environmenttl[ pressure 

I\'lated to increased human disturbance in natural areas or development of 

accommodations (Stewart [993). There are also limitations to the socioeconomic benefits 

ofrura[ tourism development. For example. Marcouiller (2007) discusses the reality of 

tourism-related jobs. which arc onen seasonal and pari-time positions that can only 

supplement. rathcr than drivc. regional L"1:onomic development. Further. tourism 

dcve[opment requires considerable resources in terms of capital fo r marketing and 

promotion. tlnd for building and mtlintaining amenities and infrastructure. This can create 

concern about whethcr the economic benefits arc worth the costs of rural tourism 

development (Marcouiller 2007). Conflicting priorities ovcr community development 

mtly also arise. as tourism can bring changes to the social structure and chtlracter of 

communities. For example. in a study of rum 1 cultural tourism in Atlantic Canada. George 

and Reid (2005) note thm the commoditization ofcullure can erodc the longstanding 

social and culluml bonds that are important for community sustaintlbility. 

Because of these relationships between communities and the tourism industry, 

community participation has become an important focus of sustainable tourism debates 

(Taylor 1995). The importance ofcommunit), participation for sustainable tourism hilS 

been frequently noted (Murphy 1985; Ap 1992; Jamal and Gelz 1995: Joppc 1996). The 

key benefit of community participation is the ability to identify tlnd include resident 
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perceptions in the planning process. which can help define destination carrying capacities 

in ternlS of locally-acceptable conditions for tourism development (McCool and Lime 

2001). 

3.3.2 E COfOllrislII 

Sustai nable tourism has also onen ~en linked to the concept ofecotourism. 

While cxpericncing the ··nmuml'· environmcnt is a main component of nature· based 

tourism and ccotourism. ceotouTism is distinguished from the broader nature-based 

tourism as being more concerned with sustainabil ity and non-invasive activities mther 

than the simple experience of visiti ng natural areas (Fennell 2008). 

The type of tourism that is most relevant for coastal communities in NLean be 

dc!ined as marine eeotourism. This type of tourism includes both coastal land-based and 

ocean-based act ivities (Wilson and Garrod 2003). Marine eeotourism activities arc 

centered on wildlife anructions. recreational pursuits such as hiking or fishing. as wel l as 

the culture and heritage of coastal communitics. Ecotourism in gencrul is discussed in the 

literature as an alternative to mass tourism (Fennell 2008). Some clements of ceo tourism. 

such as smaller numbers of tourists and an emphasis on education about the environment. 

have led supporters to promote it as a less harnlful. more sustainable foml of tourism 

(Wall 1997). 

Before dctcnnini ng ecotourism·s relationship to sustainability, it is necessary to 

first consider what defines the tenn eeotouTism itself. Much like the concept of 

sustainability. ecotourism has ~en de fi ned in many ways (Wall 1997: Garrod 2003). In 

an analysis of definitions for ecotourism. Garrod (2003) identified three widely-accepted 
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ideas: that ecotourism should involve education and intcrpretation. thai it should be 

managed with an appropriate regime. und that it should uim to be sustuinuble. Wall (1997) 

discusses Ihe imprecise use of the tenn sustainable with regards to tourism - does 

sustainuble tourism simply mean managing the industry so that it continues to perfonn 

well. or is it referring to the sustainuble development of host communities and the 

environmental sustainability of ecological I}' sensitive areas? In the case of ecotourism. it 

appeurs Ihatthe sustainability of the industry is connected 10 sustainable development. at 

least at the conceptual level (Gurrod 2003). This has led reseurchers to conduct cusc 

studies which evaluate the realities of ecotourism and sustainable development (Place 

1995: OrJms 1002: Gurrod and Wilson 2(04). 

rherc appears to be a consensus thaI. while ecotourism does have potentiulto 

benefit sustainable development. there arc conditions in which it also has negative 

impucts. For exu11lple. one theorcticul benefit of ecotourism is thut it provides un 

incentive for the conservation of ecologically sensitive areas. However. Orams (2002) 

notes th(lt marine ecotourism may put pressure on marine wildlifc. and Place (1995) 

points out the planning difficulties thut arise when parks and protected areas exclude local 

people from u resource b(lse. Despite these difficulties in reconciling theory with pmctice 

in ecotourismmanagement. several case studies support Garrod and Wilson's (2004) 

conclusion thai eeotol1rism does have the potemiuilO contribute to sustainable 

development. For example. Burger (2009) gives three examples where tourism 

deveiopmem has supported conservation oflandscapc. leading to habitut protection and 

biodiversity conserv(ltion. She writes "By contributing to the economic base of regions, 

eco-touristsJrecreationists c(ln influence the protection of land and biodiversity on a 
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landscape scale. contributing to ecosystem management. The human dimensions orland 

preservation and biodiversity protection arc key to long-teml sustainability. and eco

tourists/recreationists can be one management option" (Burger 2000,39) 

3.3.3 L(lIII/sc(lpe //1//1 Tot/rim, 

The connections between landscape and tourism arc interesting to cxplore, as 

landscapes arc assigned multiple values by both residents and visitors. Reside111 and 

visitor landscape values can somctimes differ. and tourism developme111 may involve 

negotiation between these value sets. For example. in a study of Norwegian ruraltourisl11. 

Daugstad (2007) discusses the differe111 landscape perceptions of tourists. tourism 

operators. and famlers. The study suggests that these three groups assign different sets of 

cultural and aesthetic va lues to rural agricultural landscapes. Daugstad (2007) notes that. 

while these landscapes play an integral role in the famlers' home and livelihood. Ihe)' can 

also be attractive to tourists as an escape from the urban/modem lifestyle. Garrod and 

Wilson (2004) discuss similar attributes of coastal landscapes and seascapes for marine 

ecotourism. in which main attractions include the remoteness of natural areas and the 

psychological benefits associated with the fecling of getting back to nature. 

The potential for subtle dilTerences in how different types of value arc assigned 

also exists within a particular value category. For example. the aesthetic values associated 

with experiencing coastal landscapes might include appreciation for the visual beauty. 

enjoyment of the relative quiet and/or sounds of nature. as well as the quality of fresh air 

compared to that of urban environments. How such values are prioritized when compared 

wi th other values. such as economic potential. cun differ for tourists and residents. 
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Differing values may stem from the difference between resident. or insider. and visitor. or 

outsider. views of landscape. This difference in landscape perception is discussed by 

human geographers. such as Relph (1976) and Tuan (1977). who theorize that insiders 

and outsiders experience the landscape ofa particular place differently. An insider view 

of landscape may recognize specific contexts or meanings that are based on years of 

living and working with the landscape. [n comparison. the outsider view fOnTIS with less 

familiarity and e .... perience with the landscape. The insider/outsider perspective provides 

an interesting lens through which differences in resident and visitor landscape values may 

be understood. 

While difTerences in landscape values and meaning are important to consider. 

Knudsen Cf af. (2008a) point out thallhere are congruencies and concordances in how 

landscapes are perceived. [n their vicw. these shared meanings arc what make landscape 

an important part oftOUTism. which can be undcrstood as an aClivity in which a visitor. or 

outsider. engages with the landscape \0 underslllnd the identity oflhe resident/insider. The 

authors advocate a landscape based perspective for tourism stud ics. an approach that is 

promoted through an increasing body of tourist landscape literature (Greer 1'1 al. 2008). 

This approach is exemplified by studies such as those compiled by two recent books. 

Lal1dsC(l[!c. TlIIlI"i.'·m (Illd MC(lIIinK (Knudsen CI ill. 200gb) and Leisure (///(/ Tourism 

Lalldsctlpcs: Social (/1/(/ Cllilural GeoKrapllit's (Aitchison 1'1 at. 2000). 

3.4 l andsca pe ]'crccption Stud ies 

Similar to thc development of natural resource values research. landscape value 

has been investigated through both e .... pert-based assessments and studies of public 
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perception (Taylor 1'1 al. 1987: Daniel 2001). The antecedents of perception-based 

landscape research can be seen in interpretive works of the 1960s and I 970s. with 

advancements in the theory of landscape perceptions forwarded by Lowenthal (1961: 

with Prince 1964. 1965). Tuan (1974. 1977). and others (sec Rowntree 1996). While 

interpretive in nature. and thus not designed to elicit publ ic perceptions. this current of 

literature did emphasize the role ofpcrceptioll. meaning. and interpretation in hOI\ 

landscapes are valued. 

Landscape studies began capturing public perceptions through surveys in the 

I 970s. most olien to meet the needs of natural resource management and public policy 

rcgarding landscapes (Taylor 1'/ (II. 1987). Referring to these studies collcctively as a 

psychophysical paradigm in landscape perception research. Taylor Cf af. (1987) note that 

their basic element is the use of methods in which respondents are presented with 

landscapes. or representations of landscapes. and asked to assess them based on selected 

criteria. Arthur 1'1 al. (1977) describe public evaluation of scenic environments as a then

burgeoning field. with psychophysical methods arising to provide quantitative 

representations of public perceptions. For example. Danicl and Boster (1976) presented a 

method for Scenic Bcauty Estimation (SI3E). a quantitative measure of visual quality 

assessments for public lands. In this method. respondents are asked to rank the visual 

quality of landscape photos 011 a scale of 1-10. The results of this exercise are then used 

by researchers to model the perceived scenic beauty of landscape features. Specific to 

coastal areas. Cendero and Fischer (1997) provide a method for detennining 

environmental quality using indicators for natural and human components of the coast. 

Human aspects included the visual qual ity Oflhc landscape, as well as the potential use of 
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the coastal area for historic purposes. recreation. and development. While landscape 

perception in NL has rarely been studied. Callo 1.'1 af. (2003) consider such methods in a 

geomorphological study of the eastern Newfoundland coastline to discuss aesthetic 

quality preferences. 

There is a well-established tradition of using photos to represent landscape in 

landscape perception studies (Jacobsen 2007). The necessity for representations of 

landscape arises due to practieallimilations of time and funding, which prevent 

researchers from bringing reslXlIldents to landscapes for cvaluation. Conccrns have been 

raiscd. howcvcr. over whether respondents are actually expressing perceptions orthe 

landscape in question. or if they are reacting instead to the photos (Scott and Canter 

1992). With such concern over the validity of landscape represcntation by photographs. 

several studies test survey results when using photos compared to Ihe results when 

respondents actually experience the landscape on-site (Stewart el af. 1984: !-lull and 

Stewart 1992). In gcneral. the use of photos has been justified through these studies. 

although Scott and Canter (1992) found different results for preference Tanking depending 

on whether respondents were asked to answer in reference to the landscape represented 

by the photo or to the quality of the photo itself. They stress that it is important for 

researehers to make this distinction in instructions to respondents. 

Landscape photos have been used with a variety of psychometric mcthods to 

capture public perceptions. For example. Pitt and lube (1979) advocate the use ofa 

psychometric method called Q-sort in landscape visual quality assessments. while Brown 

and Daniel (1991) used the paired-comparison method to obtain an interval ranking of 

scenic vicws along a northern Colorado River. Recently. methods derived for landscape 
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perception studies have also been applied to studies on tourism experiences involving 

landscape. natural scencry. and environmental activities. Fairweather and SwaOicid 

(2001). for example. use landscape photos with the Q-sort method to interpret visitor 

experiences orlandscape in KaikouTll. New Zealand. In another study. Brush 1'1 (/1. (2000) 

usc videos of Wisconsin highway landscapes to ask how different groups of people would 

enjoy driving through this area. The researchers use the videos to survey six different 

respondent groups. three of which included respondents who earned their livelihood from 

the land. The other three groups included people such as prospective tourists. who were 

likely to value the landscape for related amenities. The results show that the respondent 

groups ditTered in their landscape preferences. according to their knowledge and 

experience with the landscapes. 

There arc several landscape features that arc shown to Ix: genera lly prcterred by 

respondents. including the presence of an open viewscape or the presence ofwatcr. In one 

study. Arriaza el al. (2004) conduct a survey of observers· preferences using photos of 

rural Mediterranean landscapes in Southern Spain. Respondents were asked to choose the 

four photos they liked the best. and the four they liked the least. By analyzing the results 

of the preference survey wi th the features of the landscape photos. the researchers 

correlated perceived visual quality with landscape features. They found that the perceived 

visual quality depended most on the degree ofperecived wilderness represented by the 

photo. followed by the degree of well-preserved human-made leatures. the presence of 

water. and the colour contnlst. 

Common visunl landscnpe preferences have Ix:en explained through biological 

evolutionary theories (A ppleton 1975) and through examinations ofcuhural preferences 
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(Tuan 1974). Bourassn (1991) offers n tripnrtite framework for landscape aesthetics. 

which holds that visual landscape prcferences arc bascd on biological laws and innueneed 

by cuhure and personal experience. Fry 1:1 (/1. (2009) fo llow this type ofintegrativc 

approach to examine linkages between landscape visual qualities and ecological fu nction. 

Interestingly. the authors find substantial overlap between visual landscape quality and 

ecological indicators. This supports the notion that common landscape preferences arc 

based both on sociocultural and biophysical chamcteristics of landscape. 

Despite the evidencc for consensus on preferred landscape features. studies also 

show that a mnge of personal factors innuences how the landscape is perceived and 

preferred. For exam pic. Denrden (1984) used photos of urban. ruml. and wilderness 

landscapes from Vancouver Island. British Columbia. to test fac tors inlluencing 

landscnpe preferences. The results showed that factors having to do with landscape 

familiarity. such as cxperience as a resident or visitor. were positivdy correlated with 

landscnpe preferences. 

Approaches to the measurement of landscape pereeptions.judgements. and values 

h:lVe evolved with considerable methodological debate. lkarden and Sadler (1989) posit 

several reasons for this. including the fact that landscape evaluntion is a rdatively new 

field with a very broad scope. Landscape has becn studied from the perspective of many 

different researchers and practitioners who approach the subject with different 

phi losophical nnd methodologicnl backgrounds. In addition to the survey-based methods 

discussed above. landscape preferences and values have been studied using the qualitative 

methods such as interviews (Collins and Keams 20 10). as well as Ihrough other 

innovativc mc\hods. including participant employed photography (Hull and Revel 1989: 
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Beckley ('I 01. 2007). and map-based surveys (Brown 1:1 a/. 2005: Brown and Raymond 

2007). Dearden and Sadler (1989) assert that quantitative and qualitative approaches to 

landscape aesthetics arc not mutually exclusive. and that all techniques should reveal 

infon113tion about landscape quality. givcn that thcy arc applied with appropriate rigor. 

3.5 La ndsca p('" and Plan· 

Landscape has becn closely linked with the ··sense of place·' concept as discussed 

by Relph (1976). Tuan (1977). and developed as a central notion in humanistic 

geography. Tuan (1977) distinguishes placc as embodying the experience and meaning 

that people associate with a location. or space. TIlis physical space becomes place when it 

has meaning for people. Relph (1976. I) notes the significance of place in human 

experience. writing ··To be human is to liyc in a world that is filled with significant 

places: to be human is to have and to know)'OI/l" place··. As a visual component of space 

and thc point of interaction between people and their environmcnt. landscape is one factor 

that defines the essencc of place. 

Place has also been a focus of environmental psychology. and the conccpt of place 

allachmcnt has been used to refcr to thc positive bonds and connections between people 

and place (Low and Altman 1992: Giuliani 2003). Two contributing factors for a person·s 

allachmcnt to a place arc place dependence and placc identity (Williams 1:1 01. 1992). 

Place dependcncc is relatcd to the fu nctional interactions through which a person engages 

with a place to SlItisfy needs and goals. for example. in the pursuit of a livclihood. Place 

identity rders to the emotional allachmcnt ofa person who incorporates the physical 

environment ofa place as pan of his or her own identi ty (Williams 1:1 01. 1992). 
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Stedman (2003) notes that these componcnts of placc auachment arc innuenced 

both by thc physical environment and the socially constructed meanings that are given 10 

the environment. Beckley ('I al. (2007) show that place aHachment can be based on a 

combination of biophysical and sociocultural aspects of place. with some places being 

important to people due 10 a combination of these factors. The authors use a mixed 

method approach called photo elici tation to research the contribution ofthcse factors to 

place altachmcnt for residcnts in four communities. including the NL communities of 

Rocky Ilarbour and Deer Lake. They found Ihat places were onen important to residents 

for a combination ofbiophysieal and sociocultural aspects. There was also considerable 

consistency in the relative importance given 10 biophysical. sociocultural. and combined 

aspects by respondents in all four communities. Interestingly. Nt respondents showcd a 

higher importance for the sociocultural aspects of place aHaehmcnt than respondents did 

from the two Alberta communities. The authors suggest thai this was because. compared 

to Albert. NL communities had been settled tor longer periods. with less migration. 

contributing a greater cultural attachment to place (Beckley 1.'1 al. 2(07). 

Landscape has also been shown to be a key clement of place attachment. Brown CI 

a/. (2007) showcd that the prcscnce of valued landscapes is correlated with a person's 

attachment to a place. Using a map.bascd sun'ey, the researchers asked respondents 10 

identify thc location of valued hmdscapes and special places in the Otways region of 

Australia. Analysis showed that landscape values. especially spiritual and wilderness 

values. could predict place attachment. The researchers also found that landscapes 

identified with aesthetic. recreation. economic. spiritual. and theraPeutic values spatially 
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correlated with areas identified as special places. supporting the argument that landscape 

value contributes to placea!lachment 

The associations between landscape and place attachment arc important 10 

consider for govemance decisions affecting this resource. For example. Coll ins and 

Kearns (2010) discuss the role of place attachment in debate over a development propoSld 

for Ocean Deach. a scenic recreational beach in New Zealand. Interviews with residents 

indicated that this undeveloped beach area was important as both the site of natural 

landscapes and as a place rich with human meaning and related to characteristics of 

identity such as childhood memories or family connections. The residents conceived of 

the beach in visual terms as a unitary landscape. This was in opposition to the view of 

pi:lI1ners and developers. who fell that some areas of the beach could be protected for 

their landscape value white others were fit for development. TIle authors write that "at the 

centre of debates over coastal development is the fundamental question of what kind of 

place a particular beach. or coastal landscape. should be" (Collins and Keams 2010. 437). 

This fundamental tension over meaning suggests that disrupting sense of place through 

management decisions is likely to provoke strong public response. 

3.5 Approaches to Go\'ernanee of Coastal Landscapes 

Pollock-Ell wand (2001. 99) notes. "Landscapes hm'e universal appeal. but 

defining the idea so it can become a useful part ofpubJic planning policy is challenging." 

Perhaps because of this ambiguity. the coastal landscape is a natural resource that is likely 

to be managed and/or govemed through a number of networks and organizations rather 
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than specific governance mech,misllls. These could include governments at the municipal. 

regional. or federal level. as well as development and industry associations and 

environmental conservation groups. Coastal landscapes may not be explicitly regulated as 

a natural resource in lhe same way that a particular specics offish ora specific mineml 

would be. Thus. discussion about the management and governance of this resource 

requires considcmtion of the many organizations and associated policies that may atTect 

them. 

The conservation of coastal landscapes could potentially be covered by policies 

thaI ailllto conserve coastal ecosystems. These would include policies based on 

sustainable development practices. orten identified as a key component of integrated 

coastal managemcnt (lCM) (C lark 1996. 2: Cicin-Sain and Knecht 1998.40). lCM has 

developed as a holistic approach to managing coastal resources. which attcmpts to plan 

for the multiple uses of the coastal zone with collaboration between stakeholders suc h as 

governmcnts. industry and public citizens (Cicin-Sain and Knecht 1998). lCM involves a 

participatory approach and stakeholder inclusion. so there is. in theory. potential for 

stakeholders with concerns about coastal landscapes to promote conservation through 

lCM processes. However. Vallega (2003) notes that ICM rarely addresses cultural 

hcritage oflhc coast. including the value of landscapes and seascapes. Vallega (2003) 

identifies this as an important future direction for the progression of ICM. Pereira da 

Silva (2006) advocates for the inclusion of landscape perception studies within ICM 

fmmeworks as a way to encourage public participation. The author used landscape photos 

and a questionnaire to survey beach users in a coastal area of Portugal. Pereim da Silva 

asserts thatlhe infornlation gained through such methods can contribute to the goals of 
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ICM. providing data on public perception. land use pallcms. and expectations for thc 

future regarding coastal landscapes. 

Coastal landscapes may also be governed through specific policies outside ofthc 

ICM framework. Integrated management principles have been applied to the area of 

landscape policy research. leading some to advocate for the adoption ofi ntegrated 

landscape management (lLM) as a new framework for land use planning. This research 

trend is particularly notable in Canada. where a number of researchers and organizations 

have begun to advocate this approach (C ILM 2005: Kennell 2006: Bellefontaine e/ a/. 

2010). While the specific tenn ILM docs not yct appear to be widely used.thcre have 

been regulations and policies that aim to address landscape management in a holistic. 

integrated approach. Vallega (2003) notes that legal frameworks for eoustal conservation 

may operate at ditTerentjurisdictionallevels. including intemationaltreaties and national 

or regional policies. In Canada. for example. integrated land usc planning is implemented 

through diverse projects that vary in scale and in jurisdiction (Bellefontaine 1:1 (I/. 2010). 

Several international conventions could act as guiding principles fo r national and 

provinciallandseape policy in Cunada and Nt. For example. the United Nations 

Educational. Scientific and Cultural Organization (UNESCO) World Heritage 

Convention has included culturallandscapcs as a specific category of World Heritage Site 

(UNESCO 2008). Originally enacted in 1972 to promote the conservation of natura l and 

cultural sites ofolltstanding universal valuc. the convention was amended to include 

cultural landscapes in 1992 (Rossler 2002). As another example, the European 

Convention on Landscape (Council of Europe. 2000) is an international treaty designed to 

promotc thc identification and protcction of European landscapes. 
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The International Union tor the Conservation of Nature (lUCN) has listed 

"protected landscape/scascapc" as a category of protected area, TIle IUCN website 

provides the fo llowing definition for a protected landscape/seascape: 

A protected area where the interaction of people and nature over time has 

produced an area of distinct character with significant ecological. biological. 

curtural and scenic value: and where safeguarding the integrity of this interaction 

is vital to protecting und sustaining the area and its associated rmture conservation 

and other values (IUCN 2009). 

Philips and Clarke (2004) suggest that this JUCN protected area catcgory has received 

growing international attention because of the emphasis on preserving traditional 

intcraction betwecn people and landscupes. This is an alternative to strictly protected 

areas that exclude people from the rewurccs that wcre traditionally accessed for purposes 

such as livelihood or subsistence. The authors also note thaI this definition allows for the 

inclusion of community traditions and values in the management ofprotcctcd lundscupes 

It is important to understand howevcr. that landseape management docs not 

necessarily involve total protection from change. which may arise from misguided 

interpretations of landscape as static cntities. Groenewoudt (20 11) asserts that landscapes 

arc dynamic. by defi nition. He stresscs the importuncc of understanding historical 

processes oflundscape change. which can lead to policy that is more effective to manage 

current and futurc ehangcs in landscape. Antrop (2005) confirnlS that landscapes always 

change naturally. expressing the shifting relationships between people and environment. 
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However. contemporary landscape changes are seen as a threat because they negatively 

aftec! the diversity. coherence. and identi ty of the existing landscapes (Antrop 2005). 

This threatens those unique characteristics of land sea pc that make il a valuable resource. 

Landscape planning is Ihus rcquired to reduce the negative impacts described above. 

while recognizing that landscapes will continue to change as they arc influenccd by 

multiple factors. This challenge is e:xpressed by O'Rourke (2005. 80). who writes 

··Evoh-ing landscapes require policies and actions that satisfy the shifting sands of market 

forces. changing societal demands on Ihe landscape. as well as the resilience of the 

dynamic ccological systems in question." ' 

As discussed by Selman (2007). while landscape is often understood on a local 

scale. it is aITected by social and ecological factors on a much wider geographical scale. 

In his view. national and regional policies arc required 10 address these factors. along with 

governance partnerships thai address themlhrough connections between the nalional. 

regional. and local scales. However, Groenewoudt (2011) points out Ihat governance at 

the regional and local levels is still best suited to manage landscape change. This is 

because these levels provide the best scale for understanding the processes oflandseape 

change. while also allowing for the inclusion of local expertise. Land-use policy is also 

usually within the jurisdiction of regiona l or municipal institutions. I'oilock-Ellwand 

(2001) notes that for landscape conservation and land use planning there arc ollen gaps 

between regional policy and local implementation. This can result from a lack of common 

understanding aboullandscape and landscape values. with the potential for differences in 

perception between politicians, developers. advocates. citizens and planners at both Ihe 

regional and local level. [n examining the failure ofimp!ementing a provincial land usc 



policy in Ontario. Pollock-Ell wand (2001) concludes that increased community 

engagcment is a key strategy to awning such policy failures. 
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CHAI'TER4 

1\U:T HOI)S 

This chapter describes the data collection methods used for both the landscape 

inventory and the landscape values survey. The chapter begins with a description of the 

landscape inventory methods and resuhs. including an explanation of the research design 

process. The chapter proceeds with an explanation of how the landscape survey was 

designed and adm inistered. The development of the landscape values survey is described 

tram the test-phase through to data storage and analysis. and the survey instrument is 

summarized with sample questions provided. 

·U landscapc lnl'cnlory Mcl hoti s 

The landscape inventory was produced using a three-step process. First. landscape 

photos were collected to provide an overview of landscape types in the study area. 

Second. photos were coded according to key variables in landscape features. Finally. 

cluster analysis was used to examine what significantly different types of landscape arc 

found in the study area. 

4. 1. 1 PllOto DflW Collectioll 

An inventory of coastal landscape photos was collected using VIEWSTM. a 

portable laptop-b.1sed data collection and visualization system. Ikveloped by ImageCat 

Inc .. a risk management company. the system was originally designed to eolket GPS

register ... d photos and video to help assess damages in areas affected by natural disasters. 
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such as eanhquakes or tsunami. The application ofVIEWSTM as a data collection tool for 

the landscape inventory in this study is the tirst of its kind. Thc system was selected as a 

tool to conduct this landscape inventory because of its ability to integrate landscape 

photos with GPS and GIS with rciative case and in a simple sct-up suituble for field 

deployment. The system consists ofa laptop. a high-definition video camera. and a GPS 

unit. which ure integrated with the VIEWSTM software application. It is able to cottect a 

large amount of video and photo data that is geo-referenced through automated post

processing functions. allowing for easy spatial representation of the landscape inventory. 

Truining in the set-up and usc of the equipmcnt and software was provided by a 

representative of lmageCat lnc .. and the operation of the system was tested several times 

prior to conducting the actuallandscapc inventory. 

The sotlware functions in two dillerent modes. tor data collection and data 

visualization. In collection mode. the softwarc records the coordinates from connected 

GPS hardware in real timc. A OPS log is automaticatly recorded from the GPS unit and 

stored on Ihe hard drive during d,Ha collection. The software·s post-processing function 

time-links this GPS log to frames oflhe video. producing geo-referenced photos. The 

post-processing module is accessed through user menus. It involves imponing the video 

fites from the camera and scleeting the proper OPS log to be time-linked with these video 

tiles. The visualization mode is accessed at\er post-processing. The data collection route 

is displayed in a 015. and a separutc window llttowS Ihc user to view fmOles of video 

along with the OPS trail taken during data collection. 

As shown in Figure 4.1. data cotlection involved shooting video from the car. with 

the video camem positioned on a tripod facing rtI right angles to the road. This orientation 
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was chosen to maintain a systematic collection of landscape photos. producing a sam pic 

of photos representing the variety of landscapes that would be seen while travelli ng this 

route by car. The Hcritage Run tourism area consists ofanractions and communities that 

arc spaced by drives of several kilometres. The HRTA promotes tourism in the area as a 

package deal. the idea being that visitors would stay in thc area for a period. visiting the 

different allmetions and communities by car. With this study design. it was possible to 

create an invcntory ofthc majorit), of landscapes a visitor actually experiences. rather 

than the selcctcd landscapes promoted as tourism altmctions. 

Figure 4.1 Oricntation ofVIEWSTM sct-up for data collection 

Thc hardwarc set-up. data collection and post-proccssing procedures were tested 

in Apri l 1010. Landscape photos were collccted along a stretch of coastal road in the town 

ofTorbay. on thc Nonheast Avalon Peninsula. During this test. technical details were 

noted such as proper camera placemcnt. appropriate driving speed to prevcnt blurring of 

photos. and managcmcnt of power supply for the camern. laptop and GPS. 1'0st-
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processing of the test data produced results that were satisfactory. with geo-referenced 

photos being easily di splayed in the VIEWSTM visualization mode. as well as easily 

e:..:poned to external GIS software . 

These procedures were followed for the actual data collection in the study area 

during a 3-day period in May 2010. To prevent the blurring of photos. the driving speed 

was kept below 30kmlhr. The landscape was recorded along a route ofapproxirnatcly 

200km. shown in Figure 4.2. 

Figure 4.2 Landscape inventory data collection route 

4. 1.2 Photo Felll"re Codi/lg 

A total of20.803 GPS-registered photos were collected. This complete inventory 

was stored as a VIEWSTM project file. When accessed in visualiZlllion mode. the software 
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allows the user to view each photo and its associated point on the OPS trail taken during 

data collection. 

An analysis of the photos was performed to determine significant types of coastal 

landscape on the Burin Peninsula. The procedures for analysis of photo content were 

based on a method developed by the Thema Laboratory. an interdisciplinary research unit 

specializing in environmem and landscape studies at the University of Fnmche-Comte. 

Francc. This method involves a spreadsheet-based matrix. in which systematic 

observations of landscape features are recorded for each photo. An example of the matrix 

is included in Appendix A. 

Although there were over 20.000 OPS-registered photos taken for the inventory. 

consecutive photos ollen showed a near-identical view of the same landscape. This is 

because VIEWSTM creates geo-referenced photos by linking the GI'S log. which takes one 

point per second. to frames of the continuous video. producing one photo per second. 

Because oflhe repetition in landscape delail. it was not necessary to code the landscape 

features of ever), single photo to look for significant landscape types. Based on reviewing 

the content and extent of each photo in the total sample. it was determined thaI 

partitioning the video into photos takcn at 200m intervals would yield sullicient 

infonnation on landscape types. A systematic spatial selection method was used to choose 

one picture for each 200m extent of road. and these photos were then examined and coded 

according to landscape features. This selection of photos was enabled by ArcOIS 

sotlware. The process for selecting one photo per 200m point is outlined in Figure 4.3. 
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Figure 4.3 Systematic photo selection process in ArcOIS. 

The green boxes indicate GIS data layers and blue boxes indicate data processing steps. 

As discussed above, the data collection route was recorded by VIEWSTM as a 

series ofGPS logs. The data collection route was aggregated into a single vector file. and 

the resulting vector file was split into segments equal to approximately 200m in length. A 

single point was created for each 200m segment. The points were then linked to the 

appropriate photo using a neighbourhood func tion. which is a tool in ArcGIS that li nks 

values based on location to create an output layer. This tool was used to choose one photo 

per lXlint based on the coordinates of the points and of the photos. In this manner. the 

photo with the nearest coordinates to each point was selected. The result was a systematic 
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selection 01'898 photos. with onc rcpresentative photo for each 200m segment orthe data 

collection route. 

These photos were coded in a matrix according to the se lected variables in 

landscape features. Variables for photo coding were dctcnnined by watching the emire 

video sample in the VIEWSTIot visualization mode and recording any distinguishing 

landscape features. Each photo was coded based on the presence or absence of these 

features. with a [ marking the presence of a given feature. and a 0 marking the absence. 

Cod ing was recorded in a Microsoft Excel spreadsheet. 

With this method. the photos were coded to show the presence or absence of key 

landscape lealUrcs. Also considered was the degree to which the landscape photo 

appeared open or closed. A closed landscape photo refers to an image with a dominant 

foreground. with relatively lillie distance seen in the photo. An open landscape refers to 

photos with more than one ground. allowing for a view of relatively greater distances. A 

full list of 15 variables used for thc coding process is listed in Table 4. 1. 
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Table 4, I Features coded for analysis of landscape photos 

Landscape Feature 
Openlandscapc 
Closed landscape 
Aquatic scenc with no distinct features other than open sea 
Aquatiescenc with a visiblcbcach 
Aquaticsccne with a visiblc island(s) 
Aquatic sccne with visiblc rclief(hills. cliffs. etc.) 
Terrcstrial sccne with flatgrnsslandslbarrens!boglctc. 
Terrestrial scene withvegctationlbusheslforest 
Terreslrial scenewith lake 
Tcrrcstrialsccncwithrelief(hills) 
Terrcstrial scene with rocks 
Terrestrial scenc with sea 
Fisheries related featurcs (boats. pier. lighthouse) 
Industrial Use 
Residential Use 

4.1.3 Cltmer Allol)'l'il' ali(I Rel'ulls 

Cluster analysis was employed as a tool to examine whether there were 

sign ificantly diffcrent groups of coded landscape photos. Cluster analysis was pcrfomled 

using XLST AT. a statistical add-in for Exccl. The photos were analysed with 

agglomerative hierarchical clustering. using the Jaccard cocflicientto measurc 

sim ilarities. This method has been shown to be effcctive for asymmetric binary variables. 

such as thc prescnce or absencc ofa feature (Kaufman and Rousseuw 2005.26-27). When 

set to automatically se lect the num ber of groups. thc cluster analysis showed a clear 

dominance ofterrcstrial scenes with five clusters of landscape types. Thc dendrogram in 

Figure 4.4 illustrates the five clusters grouped by this analysis. 
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Figure 4.4 Dendrogram from cluster analysis of coded coastal landscape photos. 

The dotted linc shows the largest relative increase in similarity measured by the software. 

resulting in five dusters. 

The results of the cluster analysis. with an automated number of clusters. show a 

relatively homogeneous collection of landscape types dominating the study area. The 

majority of landscape photos were sorted into one of the two largest groups. The five 

dusters were classified into descriptive landscape types. as shown in Table 4.2. Results 

from the cluster analysis are used in conjunction with other considerations in the 

landscape survey explained in the next section 
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Table 4.2 Features and number of photos for five landscape clusters 

Cluster Features Number ofrhotos 
1. Closed terrestrial scene with forest/bushes 487 
2. Open terrestrial sccne with hcathlandsJbarrens 329 
3. Closed terrestrial scene with rocks 17 
4. Closed terrestrial scene with residential area 43 
5. Open terrestrial scene with relief and residential 22 

4.2 Landsca pe Sun 'cy Met hods 

Landscape preferences were studied by thc usc ofa sclf-administered. electronic 

survey. which was designed using Sawtooth SSI Web soHware. The survey included three 

sections. The first section contained a series of paired comparison questions related to 

landscape appeal. Respondents were shown pairs of landscape photos. and asked to 

choose which one was more appealing 10 them. [n section two. they were further asked to 

indicate what type of values they associated with each landscape photo. The final section 

of the survey included demographic questions. and questions pertaining to respondents' 

experience and familiarity with the landscape. A sample survey is provided in Appendix 

B. 

4.21 Use of Pllo/()s 

Landscape photos were used in the survey as visual representations of Burin 

Peninsula landscape types. Sections I and 2 of the survey arc both exercises requiring 

visual representations of landscape. The use of paired comparison method posed certain 

limitations on the number of photos included in the survey. Generally. the IOta I number of 
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pairs (P) is expressed as P _11(11- 1)/2. where /I represents the number of objects to be 

compared (Chuenpagdee el af. 2001 a). For example. with nine photos there were thirty

six pairs presented to each respondent for comparison. The pre-tests showed that these 

numbers were appropriate for the study. since it was possible to complete the survey 

within a range often to fifteen minutes. 

The photos used for the survey were chosen based on a number of considerations. 

First. the most dominant landscape types according to the results of the cluster analysis 

were included. These included one photo to represcnt a forested landscape and one to 

represent barrens. Two photos were selected to represent residential areas. one with an 

open view of the coast and community from a distance. and one showing a less open view 

from inside a community. The remaining live photos were added to represent other 

notable landscape types. identilied by informal discussion with key informants in the 

early stages of the research design. and as shown on tourism brochures and websites. 

These photos represented a scenic natural coastline. a recreational beach area. an open 

seascape. a commercial fishing harbour. and a traditional community with fishing 

infrastructure. A list of the nine photos and descriptions of their landscape types is shown 

in Table 4.3. Note that the descriptive titles listed here were not provided to the survey 

respondents. but they arc included here 10 a llow for easier reference to the photos. 



Table 4.3 Landscape photos and descript ive features of each landscape type 

Recreation Sea 

Fishing Community 

Harbour Forest 

Residential Islands 

Barrens 

4.22 L(IIu/scflpe Preferel/ce~' 

Section 1 of the survey asked respondents about landscape preferences. According 

to Thurstone (1927). paired comparison method can be used to elicit prefcTCnces by 

asking panicipants to make quali tative j udgements about paired objects. Generally. 

respondents are presented with two objects. A and B. and asked to evaluate these objects 

according to a specific question. The method can be used to produce an interval scale 

ranking. showing the ordcr of preferences for each object in the study. [n this study of 
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landscape preferences. respondents were shown pairs oflandscapc photos and asked. 

"Which of these landscapes is more appealing to youT" Several variations on the wording 

of this question were tested with respondents during the survey design phase. and this 

question had the best results in terms of conveying the intended meaning - that the 

respondents were to examine the pair of photos and select the one that best retlected the 

landscape type they most preferred. An example screenshot ofa p..'1ired comparison 

question from this section is shown in Figure 4.5. 

Whkh of thew two I.nd.c.prs Is more appeaHnt to you? 

II1II .. 

Figure 4.5 Sample question from the landscape choices section 

Paired cornp..'1rison data from Section I of the survey were analyzed using the 

Dunn·Rankin (1983) method. in which responses from each respondent were scored to 

reflect the number of times each photo was chosen when paired with others. These 

individual scores were then aggregated to gel collective scores for the total respondents 

and for respondent groups. The collective scores were then nonmllized to the scale 01'0 to 
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100. where 0 means the photo was never chosen in any of the paired comparisons by any 

respondents. and 100 means the photo was chosen as the most preferred one by all 

respondents. The pholos were Ihen ranked from I 109. wilh I being the highesl rank. 

according 10 Ihe nonnalized scale value. Note Ihal the scalc value given for each photo 

shows not only which photos were prefcrred by Ihe respondents. bUI also by how much 

they were preferred on a scale of 0 to 100. For this study, scale values were calculaled for 

all respondents as one group. and lor the three respondent groups ofresidenls. visilorS. 

and non-visitors (Le .. people who had never visited Ihearea). 

Correlation among the respondent groups was tested using Kendalrs I rank-order 

correlation coefficient. which is a non-parametric tesl applicable 10 paired comparison 

results. This tes t measures the degree and significance of correlation between the ranking 

of objects by ditlerentjudges. or groups of judges. The I coefficient ranges from I. 

indicating perfcct agreement. to -I. indicllling perfect disagreement (Kendall (Illd Gibbons 

1990). This analysis was completed with SPSS statistical sollware. using the bivariate 

correlation function. The function produces a data report indicating the Kendall I 

coefficient and tests for significant correlation. 

4.23 LlIlUl.fcupe Va fll /!.\· 

In this section of the survey. respondents were shown ellch oflhe nine photos and 

asked a multiple choice question : "What vlllues do you llssocillte wilh the landscape in 

this photo? Check all that apply:' Respondents were able to check any of the following 

value types: ecological. economic. historic. recrcational. sccnie/aesthetic. social/cultural. 

no value. and a respondent-specified other value. These value types were selected aller an 
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extensive review of literature on landscape values and assessment. as well as studies in 

nature·based tourism and ecolOurism. An example screenshot ofa question from this 

sect ion is shown in Figure 4.6. 

Bunn Penlnsuta Coastat landscape~ Survey 

.-. 
Whi t kind of Vltue does this tlndsCipe hive fOl'" you? Choose I tt thlt ilppty. 

Figure 4.6 Sample question the landscape values section 

The responses for this section were recorded by Sa\\1ooth SS I Web as either a I. 

indicating that the respondent had chosen a panicu lar value type. or a O. indicating that 

the value was not chosen. Thi s provided a record of which value types were associated 

with each photo by individua l respondents. To analyse this data for each respondent 

group. the number of respondents who associated a value with each photo were 

aggregated and then divided by the total number of respondents in that group to give a 
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percentage. The results of this analysis indicate the percentage of respond ems who 

associated a particular value with each photo. This analysis was com pleted on the 

aggregate value scores of the total respondents. as well as the aggregate value scores of 

resident. visitor and non· visitor respondents. With this analysis. it is possible to compare 

the percentage of respondents in each group who associated a particular value with a 

particular photo. 

4.24 Rl!spomll!IIf IllforlllUfioll 

Additional inlonnation was requested from respondents in order to help interpret 

the data from sections t and 2 of the survey. This infonnation included the age. gender. 

and occuptltion of respondents. Respondents were asked about whether they participated 

in various outdoor activities and whether they \\ere a part of an environmental advocncy 

group. The section also included questions nbout the respondent's degree of fam iliarity 

and experience with the types of landscapes presented in this study. 

4.25 SIIrl'1!)' A(llIIi"i~·lr(lfioll 

The survey was tested with respondents representing each of the three target 

groups in June 2010, Pre-tests were conducted with colleagues at Memorial University. 

who had varying degrees of experience with the Burin Peninsuln. as well as with residents 

of the Burin Peninsula. The test period included a two-week trip to the slUdy area. during 

which contact was establi shed with representatives of the Heritage Run Tourism 

Association. the Burin Peninsula Ruml Secretariat. the Schooner Regional Economic 

Development Board. and the College of the North Atlantic Burin Campus. These 
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meetings provided the opJXlrtunity to get feedback on survey design. to learn more about 

tourism in the region. and to hear suggestions on when and where the survey could be 

administered to achieve the best collaboration. 

After some adjustments were made to improve question clarity and to ensure the 

sonware interface was easy to usc. the survey was conducted during thc period of August 

to December 201 O. Quota sampling was used to obtain about thirty resJXlndents for each 

or the three resJXlndent groups. From August through September. the survey was 

administered to residents and visitors in the study area. The survey was set up as a kiosk 

with a touch-screen computer at several locations. including the visitor centres in 

Marystown and Fortune. as wcll as at the College of the North Atlantic in Burin and local 

shopping centres. To accommodate for groups orresJXlndents. a second elicitation style 

was administered using a projector and a paper answer sheet. This style of survey 

administmtion was used with resJXlndenlS in a classroom selling at the College orthe 

North Atlantic. as well as 10 survey members of the Burin Peninsula Environmental 

Refonn Committee at their monthly meeting. 

Recruitment of reside lit resJXlndents was approached with the help of local 

contacts established during the test period. Posters and brochures with a description of lhe 

study and contact infonnation were displaycd at appropriate public locations and 

forwardcd electronically to community organizations. tourism lucilities. and 

municipalities in the study area. Visitors were recruited at the two visitor centres. as well 

as the other locations where the survey kiosk was set up. There were few recruitment 

challenges faced. aside from those arising from the fact Ihat lhis study involved an 

electronic. computer-based survey. A small number of potential participants decided not 
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to take the survey when they were told it involved using computer. This possibility was 

anticipated during the research design phase. when the survey was updated several times 

in order to make it as accessible as possible. 

Following the two-month period of fie ld research. the survey was conducted in SI. 

John 's in order to Tecruit respondents who had no experience with the Burin Pcninsula. 

The survey was conducted at Memorial University as both a touch-screen computer/kiosk 

and with a projector and paper answer sheet in a classroom selling. Some respondents 

who took the survey during this period identified them selves as residents of the Burin 

Peninsula despite the fact that they were currently residing in St. John's for sllldy or 

work, There wcre also respondents who had visited the Burin Peninsula among those 

surveyed during this period 

The survey typically took between 10 and 20 minutes to complete, wi th some 

respondents taking longer. Before taking the survey, respondents wcre instructed to 

express their own opinions in answering the questions, and they were intormed that there 

were no right or wrong answers to these questions. A test paired-comparison question was 

included at the beginning of the survey to ensure that respondents understood this method 

of questioning and to familiarize respondents with the software's user interface. In the 

case of individual sUTvey. each survey was unique to each respondent due to the 

mndomization (automatically generated by Sawtooth 551 Web) included in the first two 

sect ions. In the first section ofthc survcy. thirty-six pairs of photos were shown 10 

respondents in random order for paired comparison. The nine individual photos were 

shown in random order for the values question in Section 2. as well. Scction 3 concl uded 

the survey with demographic questions and questions on the respondent" s experience and 
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familiarity with the study area. [n the case of those surveys administered to groups with 

paper answer sheets. the photos were presented in a random order unique to that group. [n 

order to ensure that there were not significant differences in how individual and group 

administered surveys \\ere answered by respondents. the results obtained from each 

method were also tested for correlation using Kenda[l's I 

4.26 Etl, ic.f Rel'i ew 

Prior to conducting survey research, the tinal version of the survey was subjected 

to ethics review by Memoriul University·s Interdisciplinary Committee on Ethics in 

Human Research ([CEHR). The Comrnittee'sethies review procedures arc bused on 

Memorial University's Policy on Ethics of Researeh Involving I [uman Participants, which 

complies with Crnada's Tri-Council Policy Statement: Ethical Conduct lor Research 

[nvolving Humans. Upon review by the ICEHR, this research was given full ethics 

clearance. 

All of the [(EBR's required procedures were followed during survey 

administration. Participants were infomlcd that this research was to contribute to the 

completion ora master's thesis, and that by participating in the survey they were giving 

permission for the resulting data to be used in this manner. Participants were told the 

purpose, nature, and estimated length of the survey. Contact numbers and email addresses 

were provided if they had any further questions or interest in the results. 
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4.27 Data ElltryallllStorage 

Survey results were stored automatically by Sawtooth SS I Web. The software 

allows sun'ey results to be exported in a Microsoft Excel spreadsheet. A master 

spreadsheet was kept in the fOnlmt provided by the software. with new data added as 

more surveys were completed. This provided a back up of data stored by Sawtooth SSI 

Web. and allowed for preliminary analysis of results while the data collection phase 

continued. In the case of those surveys conducted with a projector and answer sheet. 

results were entered manually into the master file. Electronic data was stored on a 

password-protected computer and paper answer sheets were kept in a locked filing 

cabinet at the International Coastal Network oflice at Memorial University. 
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C IIAIYfER 5 

ANA LYSIS ANI) RESU LTS 

A total of98 respondents completed the survey. Fony-eight of them were 

residents. 28 were visitors. and the rel11ilining 22 were non-visitors. The Kendilll's I nmk 

com:liltion ilmdysis indicates thai there was agreement among the three respondent 

groups in their ranking of landscape photos. However. there were some differences in the 

rehllive sCille values of the photos among the groups. Funhermore.the results of Section 2 

of the survey (Landscape Values) suggest that while there is agreement between the 

groups on landscape preferences. the types ofvillues associated with the landscilpes differ 

for residents. visitors. and non-visitors. 

5.1 Sun''''Y Elicita tion S ty les 

As previously indicated. not all of the surveys were conducted using an individual. 

computer-based fonnat. with 22 surveys administered with slides and a paper answer 

sheet in a group setting ("rable 5.1). Following the Dunn-Rankin (1983) method of paired 

comparison data analysis. scale values and rank order of the photos were calculated for 

each group in order to check for potential bias from the different elicitation methods. 

Correlation of the ranks WlIS then tested using Kendall's I rank-order correlation. With a 

FO.76 1.lhere was significant correlation at Ihe 0.01 level between the rankingsofthe 

two groups. This indicates no significant differences between the way respondents ranked 

the photos. regardless of which data elicitation style they were presented with during 

surveyadministrntion. 
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Table 5. I Number ofrcspondents by sun 'ey elicitation Style 

Elicitation method Number of Respondents 

Individual/Electronic 76 
Group/Slides + Paper 22 

Tota l 98 

5.2 Ranking of La nilscallc Photos 

The results of the paired comparison question were aggregated tor all respondents 

in order to produce a rank-order of the nine landscape photos in tenns of appeal. As 

discussed. the paired comp.1rison analysis resulted in each photo lxing given a rank as 

well as a scale value indicating the photo's relative rank on a scale of 0 to 100. A clear 

preference was shown for two panicular photos. identified in Tahle 4.3 as "Islands" and 

··Fishing··. which had scale values of78 and 73. respectively. The photos receiving the 

lowest appeal represented the closed view ofa coastal community (named "Residential" 

in Table 4.3). and the barrens landscape (··Barrens··). A complete list of nine landscape 

photos with their scale va lue and milk is given in Figure 5.1. 

[n order to look for simi larities and differences in how the landscape photos were 

perceived by residents. visitors. and non-visitors. results of the paired comparison 

questions were aggregated for these three groups. Dunn·Rankin analysis was completed 

for the aggregated results of each group. The resu lts of this analysis are shown in Table 

5.2. 
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100 l\1osIA ppt'"al 

Islands (78) 

Fishing (73) 

Sea (59) l-Iarbour (61) 

Community (49) 

Recrealion(45) 

Forest (34) 

Residential (29) 

Barrcns(22) 

L('as l A ppeal 

Figure 5.1 Scale value and rank for nine landscape photos by total respondents. 

Scale values are shown in parentheses. 
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Table 5.2 Dunn-Rankin scale values and rank values for landscape photos 

Residents Visitors Non-Visitors 

Landscape 

Photo Scale Rank Scale Rank Scale Rank 

Islands 73 82 I 84 I 

Fishing 74 69 79 

Harbour 62 57 66 

S" 62 55 56 
Community 4' 54 41 
Recreation 49 42 42 
Forest 28 38 44 

Residential l4 27 18 

Barrens 19 27 21 
Number of 

Respondents 48 28 22 

The Kendall·s I rank correlation analysis shown in Table 5.3 indicates significant 

agreemem between all groups in their ranking oflandscapc photos. The strongest 

correlation of ranking (1=0.8 16) was between the non-resident respondents. i.e .. the 

visitors and non-visitors. There was also significant correlation between the rankings of 

residents and visitors (r-0.799). as well as between residents and non-visitors (/=0.704). 

The lowest level of agreement was between resident and non-visitor respondents. 

Table 5.3 Kendall correilltion coeffic ient I rankings oflandscapc photos for respondent 
groups 

Residents 

Rcsidems 1.000 

Visitors 

Non-Visitors 

0.799' 

0.704' 

Visitors 

1.000 

0.816' 

, Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level. 

7l 

Non-Visitors 

1.000 



Despite the significant level of agreement between groups. the results of the 

paired comparison analysis show some differences in how the photos were ranked and in 

the appeal values of the photos. The three respondent groups were simi lar in ranking the 

islands. fishing. and harbour photos as the three most preferred landscapes. However. 

there was a difference in the rank order of these photos. with the residents group ranking 

the fishing photo in first place. while the other two non-resident groups ranked the islands 

photo in first place. The resident group also showed less difference in scale value for the 

two highest ranked photos. with 74 for the lishing photo and 73 for the islands photos. In 

comparison. the diflerence between these two photos was more pronounced in the 

collective ranking by vis itors and non-visitor groups. 

In terms of rank. the greatest difference was between residents and non-visitors 

tor the lorest photo. This photo was ranked fifth by the non-visitors. while it was ranked 

eighth by the residents. Other interesting differences occurred in the case of the 

community photo. wh ich was ranked fifth by visitors compared to seventh by non

visitors. and the residential photo. which was ranked seventh by residents compared to 

last place for non-visitors. 

5.3 Va lu es Selected for Landscape Photos 

In Table 5.4. the values associated for each landscape photo arc represented by the 

pen.:entage of total respondents who chose that value. For example. the islands photo 

shows a value 01'64 in the col umn for ecological value. indicating that 64% of 

respondents chose to associate this value type with this landscape photo. The photos arc 

listed in order of rank. from highest to lowest in order of preference by total respondents 
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(sce Figure 5.1). to allow comparison of the ranking and associated values for each photo. 

The most frequently selected value lor each landscape photo is shown in bold text for 

emphasis. 

A comparison of the photo ranking and the values associated with each photo 

suggests. as would be expected. that the photos that had scenic/aesthetic value for a high 

percentage of respondents a lso tended to rank the highest in temls of appeal. This trend is 

particularly noticeable fo r the non-resident respondent group. in which the ranking of 

photos corresponds with the percentage of respondents who selected scenic/aesthetic 

value for each photo. However. this association ofscenic/aesthetic value and the photo 

rank order is not always the casco The harbour photo. for example. was ranked third with 

61% of all respondents attributing scenic/aesthetic value to il. 

Table 5.4 Ranking and value scores (percentage) of landscape photos by all respondents. 

The most frequently selected value for each photo is shown in bold texl. 

Landscape Total Respondents (n---<}S) 

Photo 1'",,1"111<.1 

Islands 64 15 4' 91 23 

Fishing 28 53 72 39 82 78 
Harbour 30 72 60 37 61 7. 

Sea 66 13 23 44 83 24 
Community 76 8 21 43 64 25 

Recreation 40 26 44 56 n 38 
Forest 38 44 51 36 70 6' 
Residential 20 74 13 44 87 
Barrens 61 8 8 2' 49 6 16 
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A higher percentage of respondents assoc iated the sea. community. recreation. and 

forest photos with sccnic/aesthetic value - even though these photos were ranked lower 

than the harbour photo in tcnns of appeaL A higher pereentagc ofrcspondcnts associated 

the harbour photo with economic (72%) and social/cultural (70"10) villues. These results 

suggest that varying types of values may have influenced how appealing a landscape was 

to respondents. The results also suggest that a landscape photo that had low appeal to 

respondents may still repres('nt il landscilpe thilt is highly villued for other reasons. For 

examplc. the residentiill photo was ranked eighth plilee according to the paired 

comparison section. but 74% of respondents associated historic value with Ihis landscape. 

and 87% chose to liSSoci1l1c it with social/cultural value. 

A similar analysis was done for Ihe thr('e interest groups to see ifther(' \\we 

differences in Ih(' types of values selected for each landscape. The results of this analysis 

show that. for several photos. thae were differences between the three respondent groups 

in both the types of value selected and the perecntage of respondents who selected a 

value. For example. for the islands photo. there were differences in how each oflhe three 

respondent groups associated values with this landscape. Tables comparing the landscape 

prclhence ranking and values selected for all three respondent groups arc contained in 

AppendixC. 

Figure 5.2 shows the percentage of respondents in each group who associated a 

panicular value with the islands photo. The values shown arc the three most frequently 

chosen values for this photo. according to the results for the 10tal respondents shown in 

Table 5.4. As shown in Figure 5.2. respondents in all three groups tended to associate 

scenic/aesthetic value with the coastal islands landscape shown in this photo. However. 
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there is a noticeable difference regarding ecological value. with higher pereentages of 

non-residcnt respondents choosing to associate this type of value with this landscape. Of 

respondents in the resident category. 51% seie(;ted ecological value for this photo. In 

compmison. 70% of visitor respondents and 100% of non-visitor respondents chose 

ecological value for this photo. 

Figurc 5.2 Values selected for the islands photo 

Figure 5.3 furthcr illustrates the diffcrences in value selection for each respondcnt 

group. The three most frequentl y chosen values are shown for the fishing photo. along 

with the pereentage of respondents in each group who chose each value lor Ihi s 

landscape. [n the case of the fishing photo.thc most noticeable difference in the selection 

ofvalucs was between the resident and non-visitor respondent groups. High percentages 
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of respondents in the non-visitor category chose to associate this landscape with 

social/cultural value (1 00%) and scenic/aesthetic value (92%). In comparison. 70% of 

residents chose social/cultural value for this photo and 79% of residents chose 

scenic/aesthetic value. There is also a noticeable difference in how many respondents 

chose historic value for this photo. Only 58% of non-visitor respondents chose this value. 

compared to 72% of residents and 79%ofvisitors. 

Figure 5.3 Values selected lor the fishing photo 

rhcsc examples show that there were differences in how respondents in different 

groups valued some or the landscapes in this study. The results suggest that while there 

was general agreement in the rank order of landscape photos for all respondents. the 

landscapes in the photos arc valuable to respondents for a range ofreusons. These 
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differences arc discernible in the Iypes of values that were associated with each photo by 

each respondent group. The Iype of value that was most Irequently chosen for each photo 

shows ditTcrcnccs according to respondent group. Table 5.5 summarizes the similarities 

and differences in how values were associated with each photo by resident. visitor, and 

non-visitorrespondenls. 

Table 5.5 Most frequently chosen values for each photo by respondent group 

Landscape Vulues Associated by Respondent Group 
Photo 

Resident Visitor Non-Visitor 

Islands Scenic Scenic Ecological 
Fishing Scenic Scenic. Social Social 

Harbour Economic Social Social 

Sea Scenic Scenic Ecological 
Community Ecological Ecological Ecological 

Recreation Scenic Scenic Scenic 

Forest Social Scenic Scenic. Social 

Residential Social Social Social 

Barrens Ecological Ecological. Scenic Ecological. Sccnic 

5.4 Respondent Demogra phics 

Thc age and gender of respondents in e[l(;h of the three respondent groups is 

shown in Tables 5.6 and 5.7. respectively. The ]8·34 age group was the most represented 

category. with 50 respondents. There were a lair]y balanced number ofmalc and fcmak 

respondents in each of the three groups. 
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Table 5.6 Age-group distribut ion of survey respondents 

Group Age 

18-34 35-50 50-65 65+ 

Residents 21 10 16 I 

Visitors 18 6 
Non-visitors 14 

Total 53 21 21 

Table 5.7 Gender distribution of survey respondents 

Group Gender 

Male Female 

Residents 22 26 
Visitors 15 \3 
Non-visitors 10 12 

TOlal 47 5 1 

Missing 

Tolal 

48 

2. 
22 

98 

Tolal 

48 

28 

22 

98 

Respondents in the resident category lived in a number of communities on the 

Burin Peninsula. An attempt was made to survey resident respondents from communities 

throughout thc study area. Resident respondents reported living in eleven diflerel1\ 

communities. as shown in Table 5.8. 
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Table 5.8 Communities of residence for resident respondents 

Community 

Bay Largent 
Burin 
Fortune 

Garnish 
Gmndllank 
Lamalinc 
LittleS\. Lawrence 
Marystown 

Red Harbour 
SI. Lawrence 

Winterland 
Unknown/Missing 
Total 

Number of Respondents 

48 

In addition to demographic questions. respondents were asked about their 

familiarity with the landscapes represented by the photos in this study. As shown in Table 

5.9.49 respondents indicated that they were somewhat familiar with these landscapes. 

while 32 chose "vcry familiar"' and 16 chose "not familiar"' 

Table 5.9 Respondents' familiarity with landscapes in this study 

Group Familiarity With Landscapes Total 

NO! Somewhat Very Missing 
Familiar Familiar Fami liar 

Residents 24 24 48 

Visitors 5 15 7 28 

Non-visitors 11 10 22 

Total 16 49 32 98 
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5.5 Agreement among resllonden ts 

The infomltltion collected on respondent demographics and famil iarity with the 

landscapes in this study was used to analyse the ·paired comparison results based on these 

factors. Differences in these factors among respondents did not lead to significant 

disagreement in the ranking of landscape photos. For example. the paired comparison 

results showed agreement by respondents of dill"erent gender. with the Kendall"s / 

correlation coemcicnt showing perfect agreement (1.00) between male and female 

respondents in the ranking of landscape photos. 

There was also agreement in the ranking by respondents who indicated that they 

were not familiar. somewhat fam iliar. and very familiar with the landscapes presented in 

this study. The Kcndall"s / correlation coemcient showed perfect agreement (1.00) 

between respondents who indicated they were somewhat familiar with the landscapes and 

those who indicated that they were very famil iar with the landscapes. Corre lation between 

each of these groups and the respondents who were not famil iar with the landscapes was 

not as strong. with a I value of 0.761. while still in significant agreement. Results of this 

comparison are shown in Table 5.10. 

Table 5.10 Kendall correlation coeflicientl rankings of landscape photos for respondent 
groups 

Not Familiar Somewhat Fam il iar Very Familiar 

Not Familiar 1.000 
Somewhat Fami liar 0.76 1· 1.000 
Very Familiar 0.76 1· 1.000· 1.000 

• Correlation is significant at the O.O I 1evel. 
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CUAI'TER 6 

IlI SCUSSIO N 

This chapter begins with the interpretation of the landscape preferences and values 

clicited through the study. The implications of these results will be discussed with respect 

to tourism development. susta inabil ity planning and coastal landscape governance in the 

Burin Peninsula. as well as generally in NL. This is followed by a methodological 

discussion. which will consider the usc of landscape inventory and Ihe landscape values 

survey as tools in this research. and suggest how they may be better implemented. 

adapted. or improved upon by other researchers and practitioners. 

6.1 Land scape Preferences 

The two photos that were considered most appealing by all three respondent 

groups were the photos of coastal islands and of a coastal community with small-scale 

fishing infrastructure. including boats and wharves. These results concur with a study by 

Arriaza el al. (2004). in which the two landscape characteristics most related 10 

respondent preferences wefe the degree of perceived wilderness and the presence ofwcll

preserved human-made structures ofa particular vintage or style. However. some 

dilTerenccs are observed in the ranking ofthesc two photos by residents and non

residents. Residem respondents ranked the fishin g photo first. while both groups of non

resident respondents ranked the islands photo tirst. As noted in Table 5.2. the interval 

between the two photos was more pronounced for both non-resident groups. with a clear 

preferem:e for the islands photo. while the scale val ues for the photos were very close in 
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the resident ranking. At least two possible explanations for this discrepancy can be made 

- the desire orthe visitor to experience a "wild" nature. and the differences in insider and 

outsider perceptions oflandsctlpe (lrising from differentlevcls of ftlmiliarity. 

On the first point. studies by Garrod and Wilson (2004) tlnd Daugstad (2007) have 

noted that with increasing globalization and urbanization there has been a rising trend in 

which rural tourism is pursued as an escape to nature. Bell and Lyall (2002. 7) suggest. 

·'Nature has become an aesthetic luxury'·. and tourism often commodifies landscape to 

ofter tl perceived wilderness as an escape to tourists. Etlorts by I"J RTA and the province to 

attract tourists to NL follow this trend. with promotional materials and advertisements 

that include landscape photos to emphasize the wilderness of the COtls\. However. these 

··wild·· shots do sometimes include humans or evidence of human disturbance 10 Ihe 

landscape. For example. while the caption of one photo on the NL tourism website reads 

"'·like 29.000 kill ofulltouched coa~tline" (TCR 201 1). Ihe tlccompanying photo shows tl 

solitary figure walking tllong a well-worn eoa~tal path. The overall dTeet is to promote 

the perception ofNL as a place that is rich with wilderness. which is still. nevertheless, 

accessible to be experienced by lourisls. This recognizes Ihal for Ihe people who visitlhe 

province. having a meaningful. unique. or adventurous experience is a key clement of 

theirlrip. 

The different prefeTCnce rankings ill this study may also be related to the 

diftcrellees in insider and outsider perceptions oflandscapc discussed by Relph ( 1976). 

This interpretation would be supported by the possible role of famil iarity in landscape 

preference ranking that is observed in Ihis slUdy. Perfect agreement is found. for instance. 

in the ranking of photos by respondents who identified themselves as "somewhat 
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familiar" and "very familiar"' with the landscapes in this study Crablc S.IO). Thcrc arc 

precedents for familiarity innucncing landscapcprcfcrcnccs. including a study by 

Dearden (1984) that measurcd landscape preferences using photos of urban. rural. and 

wilderncss sccnes from Vancouvcr Island. British Columbia. Respondents were asked to 

nmk factors in temlS ofinnuence on their landscape preferences. The highest rated factors 

wcrc related to familiarity. including past experience with landscapcs. Familiarity was 

also identified as a key factor in a study of landscape preferences by Brush 1:1 (II. (2000). 

in which a group of fanners were the only respondent group to rank the agricultural 

landscape highest. In the context ofthc current study. it may be that local knowledge of 

the landscape in the fishing photo led residents to prefCr it morc often. In other words. the 

residents or thl": insider.;' vil":w may be based on years of1iving and working with the 

landscape. whilc Ihe visitors' vicws arc those of outsiders who arc consumers of the 

landscape. both visually and as an object to be experienced 

6.2 Landscape Valu es 

In relation to landscape prefcrcnccs. thc landscape value most frequently selected 

for the two most preferred photos are scenic/aesthetic. Howcver. thc rcsults or the 

landscape value survey show that multiple values were selected for each landscape photo 

by rcspondents in all three groups. The values selected reflect both anthropomorphic and 

intrinsic value. including scveraltypes of economic value discussed by de Groot and I-lein 

(2007). Direct usc valuc. for cxamplc. is implied for landscapes that were assigned values 

such as economic or recreational value. 11 is also possible that by assigning ecological 

value to landscapes. respondents were expressing indirect usc valuc and/or intrinsic value. 
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Intcrestingly. some photos that did not score well in the preference survey were still 

frequently assigned ecological landscape values. For example. the lowest ranked photo of 

barrens was still assigned e<:ological value by a relatively high number of respondents in 

each of the three groups. and 61% of the total respondents. The option value of 

landscapes in this survey is difficult to intcrpret from the survey results. since the survcy 

did nOl ask about respondents' desire to conserve these resources for the future. Ilowever. 

this type ofvaluc could be elicited from surveys mcasuring respondents' preferences for 

possible future land usc scenarios. 

Similar to the landscape preference results. the greatest noticeable diflerence in 

value association is between the non-visitor group and the resident group. For example. 

with the fishing photo. a higher percentage of the non-visitor respondents selected 

ecological value. In comparison. higher percentages of residents and visitors picked 

historic value for this photo (sec Figure 5.2). 

The diflcrences in insider and outsider views of landscar:c may also explain some 

variations in how thc respondent groups associated value typcs with the coastal landscape 

photos. As discussed in Section 5.3. while the landscape photos may have been ranked 

similarly by each respondent group. there were dilkrences in the types ofvaluc that werc 

chosen for each photo. The most notable one is that values requiring experience with the 

landscapc to understand . such as historic valuc. were not frequently chosen by the non

visi tor respondent group. Instead. the respondents in this group were more like ly to 

associate ecological or sccnic/aesthetic value with a number of photos. Another noticeable 

difference is that respondents in the visitor category tended to select recreational value 

more frequent ly than respondents in the other two groups did. Two examples oflhis are 
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seen in the landscape \ 'alues assigned to photos referred to as "Islands" and "Sea" in 

rable 4.3. While both photos were ranked similarly by all three respondent groups. a 

higher proportion of visitors chose recreational value for these photos than seen in the 

other two groups. 

In general. conte:>:t dependent variables were selected Icss frequently by the non

visitor respondents. who would not have had e:>:perience or familiarity with these 

landscapes. These respondents were more likely to select ecological or scenic/aesthetic 

values for the landscapes in this survey. Brown el al. (2005) found simi lar results in a 

map-based survey of landscape values in the Prince William Sound area of Alaska. The 

authors fou nd that respondents who were less familiar with the landscapes were more 

likely to se lect abstract. non-e:>:periential values such as intrinsic value. 

The multiple values assigned to landscapes of the Burin Peninsula suggesl that the 

coastal areas of the region are potentially important places for people. This is supported 

by Beckley el al. (2007). who lound that respondents' sense of allachment for important 

places was in fl uenced by both the biophysical and sociocuhural aspects ofa spatial 

location. Work by Brown and Raymond (2005) also supports the idea that valued 

landscapes indicate places to which people feel strong attachment. In a values mapping 

survey. the researchers found that certain values - in panieularaesthctic. recreation. 

economic . spiritual and therapeutic values - spatially correlated with the places that 

respondents identified as important. However. their study also showed that place 

attachment increased with e:>:periencc factors such us knowledge of the areu. or length of 

residence (Brown and Raymond 2005), [t is possible that the landscape values cxpressed 

by residents and visitors of the Burin Peninsula arc related to the sensc of place they have 
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for this region. while the values expressed by the non-visitor respondent group weigh 

more hcavi ly IOwards intrinsic values. 

With multiple va lue sets being assigned to the landscapes of the Burin Peninsula. 

there is a question of whose values should count in management. Discussing forestr)' 

management. Rolston and Coufal (1991) argue lor the need of planning that not only 

recognizes multiple uses. but also mult iple values. There is a similar challenge lor 

landscape management. which should recognize the different values ofmuhiplc 

stakeholders. 

6.3 Implications for Tourism 

Several implications for tourism can be drawn from the study of landscape 

preferences and values. The discussion of these implications may be facilitated with an 

understanding of why tourists choose to visit NL. In the latest Iwailable visitor exit survey 

lor the province. travellers were asked to rate a number of statements about visiting NL. 

The top three rated statements were: 

1) Desire to meet the people and experience the culture 

2) Desire to visit uniquc and oIT·the-beaten-track destinations 

3) Experience contributes more to the vacation than the sites (TCR 2006) 

The second and third statements are most relevant to the current discussion. 

revealing the importance for tourists of both perceived wilderness and related wilderness 

cxpericnces. While both provincial and regional tourism marketing would appear 10 be 
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doing a good job ofappcaling to these related visitor expectations. there may be some 

implications to improve visitor experience on the 8urin Peninsula. 

firsl.thc most preferred photos showed open views of scenic coastal islands and 

ofa lishing community. representing elasses of coastal landscape that are nOl dominant on 

the region's main highway (see Table 4.2). The shorelines of the region. however. olTeran 

abundance of open coastal views. The easiest way to access these views is through the 

communities. which arc sell led on the coast with roads that are otten closer to the shore 

than Route 210. Other sightseeing opportunities are available at public areas such as 

Frenchman's Cove Beach. While many locations in the region have coastal scenery to 

offer visitors. gelling from one location to the next requires substantial driving time. and 

there is lillie signagc to guide visitors to scenic areas or to appropriate areas for 

experiences such as hiking. bird-watching. or fishing. Providing visitors with clear and 

easy directions to areas of impressive coastal scenery or areas with potential for landscape 

experiences may be a priority for overcoming this challenge. and a potential benefit of 

this research. 

Similar to many areas promoting nature as an allraction. the 8urin Peninsula faces 

a challenge to depict local nutuml feutures as unique and different enough to be worth 

visiting. Bell and Lyall (2002) note thut a global competition for nature tourists creutes 

this need for marketing 10 assert the uniqueness of the place. Referring to the second 

highest ruled statement by visitors to NL, one can reason Ihal how fllr ·'olT-the-beaten

truck" a visitor is willing to go may dcpend on the degree to which they perceive the 

destinlltion as ··unique'·. With accessible coastal scenery and historic coastal communities 

located in other areas ofNL such as the Avalon Peninsula. which is much closer to a 



major airport and other amenities. it is important to make potential visitors 10 the Burin 

Peninsula aware of the biophysical and sociocultural aspects of landscape that make it 

unique. It may be thaI emphasizing the experience faclOr. especially the experience of 

meeling people and being immersed in culture. is a key stralegy for asserting the 

uniqueness of the Burin Peninsula region as a lourist destination. 

As discussed by Knudsen el (II. (2008a). one way 10 view tourism landscape 

experiences is as activities in which an outsider (visitor) is provided opportunities to !cam 

aboul the identity orthe insider (resident) through their interactions with the local 

landscape. This aclivity is mediated by tourism managcrs and promoters. who present 

selcetive images orlhe local landscapes as tourism attractions, providing a ··checklist"· of 

sites for the visitor to see (Bell and Lyall. 2002). Wilh Ihis perspeclivc. it can be 

understood that a challenge for tourism promotion in NL is to effectively mediate Ihe 

interactions between visitor and Ihe landscape. The results of the survey administered tor 

this research show Ihal there an:: some diffefCnces in how Ihe coastal landscapes of the 

Burin Peninsula are valued by reside11l and non-resident respondents. which may have 

inlluenced their landscape preferences. One possible e:.:planation tor this is Ihal there may 

be i11leresting things about some landscapes thaI arc known by locals. but may not be 

understood (or valued) by outsiders. This possibility is supported by personal expericnce 

during Ihe design phase of this research. which included participation in a familiarization 

tour arranged for employecs of the HRTA. This training session involved a bus tour 10 

every community in the region. allowing employees to become familiar with attractions 

and amenities. In casual conversations about this research. many oflhe I.J RTA employees 
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discussed specific places and landscapes that were important to them. often referring to 

personal stories. historic inlOrmation. or local lore about the place. 

This type of contextual infomlation. through which residents give meaning to 

local landscapes. is not typically included in tourism promotional materials or visitor 

interpretation. Instead. promotional materials for Nt and the Burin Peninsula often 

emphasize the beautiful scenery of coastal landscapes and the opportunity for sightseeing. 

Given visitors' desire to experience cuhure. as expressed by the exit survey. interpretive 

materials that help visitors understand why certain landscapes are important 10 residenls 

should be developed wilh reference 10 local slories and history. The HRTA on the Burin 

Peninsula has already implemented this idea wilh their view-parks. which are pull-olf 

areas on Ihe highway that have interpretive panels and viewfinders during Ihe tourism 

season. With this approach. visilors are not only passively interacting with Ihe landscape 

through sightseeing. but also learning more aboutlhe euhure and identity orlhe local 

people. Continuing 10 pursue Ihis direction of in terprel at ion would be an eflcctive way 10 

ineorporale cultural tourism with landscape tourism. 

Another challenge for tourism promotion is to mediale visitor experience with an 

even geographical distribution. providing more communities on the Burin Peninsula wilh 

the opportunity to benefit from tourism. As noted by Bowler 1:1 (II. (2002). Ihe changes 

brought aboul because of rural restructuring lead 10 some communities being advantaged 

and some being disadvantaged. With tourism developmenl for rural Nt . some 

communities may be disadvantaged due to factors such as a lack of amenities or a more 

pcripherallocation. A challenge for regionaltollrism promotion on the Burin Peninsula is 

Ihat some communities arc further away than others arc from ROllie 210 and the amenities 
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of major centres such as Marystown. These communities require a more substantial eOon 

by visitors in terms of driving time. as well as in other practical matters such as 

purchasing gasoline and finding stores. restaurants. public restrooms. and other amenities. 

Tourism marketi ng must show visitors why the dTon to gel to these areas is wonhwhile. 

A key strategy for overcoming this challenge may be to promote differenltypcs of 

experiences in different communities. 

In one sludy of visitor preferences in the coastal town of Kaikoura. New Zealand. 

Fairweather and Swatlicld (200 1) showed that visitors had subtly differing expectations 

for coastal landscape experiences on their trip. The authors categorize these expectations 

as five different types of visitor experience for Ihis area. These experiences include 

ecotourism. marine recreation such as boating or lishing. small coastal communit)' 

tourism. picturesque landscape experiences. and coastal lamily holiday experiences in 

locations with appropriate amenities (Fairweather and Swa1licld. 2001). 

While the specific characteristics of these experiences would be diflcrent for the 

Burin Peninsula region from those described for New Zealand. it is possible Ihatthere is 

also a range of subtly diOcring expectations for landscape experiences among visitors in 

this region. An ellcctive strategy lor regional tourism governance on the Burin Peninsula 

might be \0 identify and understand the diOcrent types of experiences that visitors 10 the 

province expect. which is panially indicated through sources such as the provincial visitor 

exit survey (TC R 2006). Tourism development could focus on fostering and promoting 

different experiences in ditleren\ communities. providing incentive for tourists to visit 

several places in the region. To some eXlent. a geographical distribution of diflcrenl 

visitor experiences can already be identified for the Burin Peninsula region. For example. 
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Grand Bank may be seen as a centre for amenities such as restaurants and 

accommodations. while smallcr communilies such as LiUle Bay East oller picturesque 

natural and cultural landscapes for sightseeing. One way to strengthen regional tourism 

promotion might be to emphasize these dillerences and focus on the unique experiences 

available in dillCrent areas. 

The landscape preference results may suggest a discrepancy between the type of 

cuhural heritage landscapes shown in tourism promotional materials and the real 

appearance of coastal communities on the Burin Peninsula. Of the three photos showing 

coastal residences. only the photo with fishing related scenery received a high rank in 

preference or a high percentage of respondents who selected scenic/aesthetic value. The 

heritage associated with coastal communities is a major part of tourism promotion lor Nt. 

and the Burin in particular (whose highway is aller all named the "Heritage" Run). 'nle 

landscape photography used to auract visitors to NL and the Burin Peninsula ollen 

includes iconic images of coastal villages. including fishing wharves and stages. 

However. clements of the actual appearance or Burin Peninsula communities may 

sometimes resemble towns in many areas of North America. 

The loss of local landscape identity and diversity has been discussed as a 

potential negative ellcct of development. For example. Antrop (2005) writes that 

contemporary development and globalization can result in homogenization ofeultural 

Inndscapcs. essentially creating human-made structures that look alike everywhere. Relph 

(1976) refers to this homogenization of landscape as resulting in a state of 

"plilcelessness .. · While this has not become a major problem for the Burin Peninsula. 

there arc signs of globalization in the development of some towns. The most obvious 
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example of this is Mal)'stown. which is the major centre for the region and has more 

development sueh as shopping centres. restaurants. and other amenities. However. 

dcvelopment in Marystown is centralized. with the identity and diversity of traditional 

coastallandscapc~ maintained through much of the town. The town. and the region. hllve 

received benclits from development. including employment opportunities. and increased 

goods. services and amenities. As the region continues to develop. there may be 

challenges for governance to balance the benefits of such development with thc 

conservation and protection of valued landscapes 

As a final implication of this research for tourism. the variety of landscape values 

indicated by respondents underscores the need for touri~m to develop in a way that 

promotes the sustainability ofcoastallandscapcs. As discussed in Section 3.3.2. 

ecotourism ha~ the potential to promote the sustainability of environmental tourism 

resources. by providing an economic incentive for conservation and educating the public 

on their value (Burger 2009). Regional tourism planning could promote this by 

continuing to encourage the application of sustainable ecolourism principles for tourism 

development in the Burin region. 

6,4 Implicatiuns fu r C U\'ern anec of Cuasta l Landscapes 

This study exumines preferences and values for coastal landscapes on the Burin 

Peninsula using interactive governance as a theoretical framework (Kooimun el (II. 2005). 

There arc severul implications of the study results for governance of coastal landscapes at 

thc local. regionaL and provincial leveL As a starting point. the study gives evidence that 

landscapes arc valued assets for the region. The type of public values elicitation methods 
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lIsed in this research can be seen as an approach to the participatory processes advocated 

for community sustainability planning (Ling et al. 2009). coastal zone managcmcnt 

(Cicin-Sain and Knecht 1998). and sustai nable tourism planning (Murphy 1985: McCool 

and Lime 200 1). Landscape has also becn advocated as an appropriate concept through 

which to understand tourism (Knudsen et al. 2008a) and to approach sustainable 

dcvclopmcm (Philips and Clarke 2004). For these reasons. it is possible that thc type of 

research completed in this study could provide inputs for existing regional governance 

processes that may have influence over landscape as a resource. while not having explicit 

policies or institutions established to address it. Figure 6.1 illustrates the possible 

connection between landscape evaluation and governancc approaches such as tourism 

planning. coastal zone management. and community sustainability planning. 

Figure 6.1 Possible contributions of landscape invemory and values research 

In tenns of community sustainability planning. it is clear from the landscape 

values section of the survey that the coastal landscapes have values related 10 several 

pillars of susta in ability (Municipal Affairs 2009). including ecological. economic. social. 
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and cultural sustainability. Planning for the sustainability of local landscapes could be 

compatiblc with the ICSP process. contributing to community sustainability by supporting 

these pillars. [n tenTIS of sustainable tourism planning. as discussed in section 6.3. it may 

be necessary to re-examine tourism in NL and the Burin Pcninsula to ensure that it meets 

the standards of true ecotourism. in which the sustainable development ofthc community. 

rather than the industry. is the goal (Fennel 2008). There is also potential for the 

landscape values revealcd by this study to bring a landscape focus to [eM processes. as 

advocated by Va llcga (2003) and Pereira da Silva (2006). 

On the provineiallevcl. there is a need for a comprehensive land use plan that will 

recognize the value of coastal landscapes and provide legislation for resolving eonniets. 

rhc provincial tourism association. Hospitality Newfoundl and and Labrador (J-INL) has 

identified this as a policy priority for tourism in Nt. The policy priority section of their 

website reads. "As a resource·based industry. tourism rcquires vision and stewardship for 

the planning and maintenance of landscapes and seascapes" (I-INL 2011). There is some 

indication that the need to fill this policy gap is gaining allention from thc provincial 

government. For cxample. in November 2010 thc Rural Secretariat organized a public 

forum entitled "Session to Explore the Future of Land Usc Phll1ning in the Province". 

which invited participants from a wide variety of slake holder backgrounds to forward 

their ideas on the subject. The integrated landscape management framework advocated by 

the CILM (2005) and Bellefontaine 1.'1 (If. (2010) has potential to provide guidelines for a 

landscape-focused approach 10 land use planning. As or now. however. this is an 

emerging poJiC)' option in Canada. and it is usually discussed in relation 10 terrestrial land 

uscs planning involving forestry. 
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Thc study also implies a nced for provincial policy that addresses landscape 

protection. as there is currently no provincilll framcwork in NL for identifying llnd 

protecting valued landscapes. Areas included in provincial or federal parks are protccted 

as a part of park mandates. but there are no landscape-specific protection measures 

applicable to areas outside of these jurisdictions. Developing provincial policy on 

landscape protection could complement a comprehensive land use plan. The definition tor 

protected landscllpcslseascapes as given by the IUCN in Section 3.5 may provide a 

suitable guideline for such policy. The IUCN emphasis on preserving traditional 

interaction betwcen human and cnvironmcnt is an important aspect to cnsurc that 

landscape protection legislation docs not exclude residents from traditionally used 

resources. which would reduce public support fo r landscape protection eflorts. Widgren's 

(2011) detinition for domesticated landscapes al so advocates lor a different conception of 

landscape. which does not separate nature and culture. but rather recogni zes that the 

landscape is an expression of these interactions. 

Landscape protection policy may also help to preserve important heritage 

landscapes. which have potcntial value for both tourism and community sustainability. 

The lure of heritage landscapes has been discussed as an clement of cultural rural tourism 

(MacDonald and Jolliffe 2003). I-Icritage relatcd aspects of traditional cultural landscapes 

have also becn linked 10 residents' sense of place. history. and identity (Anlrop 2005) 

While these factors may appear to suggest a need for policy to protcct the character of 

heritagc landscapes. it is important also to considcr thc point madc by Antrop (2005) and 

O'Rourke (2005) that cuhurallandscapes have always changed naturally. as the 

relationships between people and their environment have changed. This poses a challenge 
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to develop policy that protects the valuable character of heritage landscapes. while 

allowing development to benefit coastal communities. 

In the case ofNL heritage tourism. some have argued that the cultural elcmerlls 

that are commoditised for tourists represent a romanticized version ofcuhure. and that 

this lOCus on the past has the potcntial to limit development (Overton 1996: Ashworth 

20(3). Bannister (2002) discusses how the popular understanding ofN L history hils 

changed over time. The author notes thilt a popular contcmporary vicw of this history 

laments the lossof"traditional " Nt culture to the progression of modernization, 

industrialization and globalization. However. Bannistcr (2002) argucs that this 

interpretation has been largely influenced by a romanticized version ofNL past. as 

depicted in popular books. music. and films. It is possible that 11 similar mistakc could be 

made by well-intentioned policy for landscape conservation in NL..Jn order to avoid this 

for heritage landscapes. governance approaches must avoid simplistic assumptions and 

simplistic solutions. There is a necd to recognize that good landseilpe policy should not 

attempt to protect landscapes from change. but rather to recognize that change is 

inevitable and to focus attention towards mall3ging change sustainably (Grocnewoudl 

2011). 

There arc definite challenges to implementing many types oflandscapc 

governance institutions. As Selman (2007) notes. partnerShips between local. regional. 

and national scale actors are important fo r sustainable landscape management. However. 

like many types of community engagement. studying human perceptions of landscape 

value can be diflicult. time-consuming. and costly 10 achieve. There is already a problem 

with implementation of regional development principles in Nt due 10 a lack of local 
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capacity (House 2(01). The addi tion orlandseape inventories and values elicitation to 

local and regional governance responsibilities will probably not be practical. unless the 

local capacity is increased as well. In add ition to the usual responsibilities 01" town 

managcment. planning duties delegated to municipalities already includc completing 

ICSPs. and l><.1rticipating in regional collaboration for efTorts such as coastal zone 

management or regional cconomic development. Providing opportunities and capacity for 

local involvement in landscape planning is essential. however. as the inclusion of local 

expertisc is beneficial for idcnti(ying important local landscapes. documcnting land-usc. 

and understanding historic processes of landscape change (Groenewoudt 20 11 ). 

As noted by Relph (1976). insider vicws oflandseape arc inseparable from other 

implicit factors such as identity and sense ofplaee. This is also true lor outsiders. who 

may just have a difTerent sense of place for the same spatial location. One potemial 

benefit oflandscape values research is to incrcasc community engagcment and begin to 

understand such implicit factors. cspecially among the resident respondents. In 

comparison wilh the resident respondents in this study. the visitors. especially at the 

Visitor Inl0n11ation Centres. were more enthusiastic initially. and seemed to understand 

morc rcadily why thcy were being asked about this subject. This may also be due to 

cultural differences related to respondents' experience with community eng<lgelllellt or 

public perception-based rescareh. Engaging the community in this way 10 explore 

implicitly held v<llues <lbout landscape is one potential benefit of this type of research. As 

noted by Kooiman and JentoH (2009). the elicitation ofimplicitly held values about 

resources is also an important strategy for effective resource governance. 
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Recognizing the potentia l impact of coastal development on the sustainability of 

locallandscapcs is fundamental to ctTectivc governance of this resource. A chal lenge for 

local and regional governance is to promote coastal development. which may bring 

socioeconomic benefits to the rcgion. while attem pting to plan for the sustainability of 

valued landscapes. 

6.5 Methodological Considerations 

6.51 Lmlt/scape IIII'ell/or)' 

This study provides evidence lor the case that coastal landscapes arc resources 

that are valued by multiple stakeholders. As such. they represent assets to communities. 

Ellort has been made to encourage the inventorying of community assets in Nt. including 

coastal resources (O' Brien ('I (1/. 1998) and cultural heritage assets (Dick {'I (//. 2003). As 

Cendero and Fisher (1997) suggest. human perceptions of landscape could be a valuable 

addition to a coastal resource inventory. Because of the broad scope ofl:lI1dscape. an 

interdisciplinary approa(h is required to crcate such inventories. such as the approach 

taken by Catto f!1 a/. (2003) 10 consider human landscape perceptions along with coastal 

geomorphological data. Completing a landscape inventory is a step towards documenti ng 

and understanding local coastal landscapes. providing a base line tor discussion on their 

value and future land usc decisions that could allect their appearance. As potentia! 

conflict may arise between development and conservation of coastal resources. having an 

invcn10ry of cOllslallllndscapes can provide a first step in facilitating landscape planning 

for the region. 
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The method used in this study takes advantage of available software and 

ILochnology to collect large amounts of spiltiaJly referenced landsc3pe photos. The method 

was used 10 successfully produce a systematic inventory ofcoastallandscapcs lor the 

study area. The potential benefits of1hi5 include understanding Ihe spatial localion and 

distribution of significant landscape types for both tourism development and community 

sustaillability planning. As a method oflalldscapc inventory. the procedures followed for 

Ihis project using the V1EWSTr.t system were cost-cncclivc and emden!. The landscape 

photos collected by Ihis method could be used as a baseline for future land-usc decisions. 

while also providing a reference lor any fu ture landscape protection policies. It would 

also be possible to use this method of landscape inventory characterize the scenic quality 

or the tourism potential of a particular route. However. modifications to the data 

collection procedures might be required. such as repositioning the camera to face the 

direction o f travel. reflecting the perspectivc from which a person travelling in a car 

would view the landscape. 

There were some limitations to the data collection process. including practical 

matters such as weather. traffic and driving conditions. nil of which poscd small 

problems. The choice of a car-based video survey of the coast served the purpose of 

producing a systematic coastal landscape invcntory. in which landscapes were grouped 

nccording to variables in their physical appearance. However. this data collection 

procedure may not have captured specific places that were important for tourism or for 

other reasons. Other Iypes of landscape inventory. such as an inventory of important 

tourist landscapes. would have to recognize this limitation. 
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The photo coding and cluster analysis methods were effectivc in dcvcloping a 

systematic inventory of landscape images and showing the dominanllandscilpe types in 

the study area. However. as shown in Table 4.2. the cluster analysis did not result in any 

aquatic landscape classes. with the coded photos being grouped into five landscape 

terrestrial landscape types. Photos representing marine and coastal landscapes were 

manually selected for inclusion in the values survcy. ilnd the survey results show thilt 

these were the most highly valued landscape types. This suggests that. whlle cluster 

analysis was uscful as a tool to understand dominant classcs of landscape. it was not 

suflicient for deciding which lilndscilpc types would be included in thc landscape values 

survey. 

Finally. it mily appear thilt the hilrdware ilnd software chosen tor Ihis project could 

limit the applicability ofthc method. However. the choices of using the VIEWSTM system 

as a data collection tool and cluster analysis as a sorting tool are not key elements for 

inventorying eOilstal lilndscapes. The process ofsysternatieally cupturing imuges from un 

urea of interest. coding the images for importunt landscape features. and sorting them into 

groups could be performed using other tools such as a regular video camera and a GPS. It 

is also possible that the method could be improved at certain stages with more advanced 

l001s. For e.xilmple. the wding of photos for landscape features would be improved if 

image-recognition sollware could be applied to ilutOmilte the process. 

6.52 Lalld.{CII/H! Va/lIe.{ SUrI'ey 

The use of photos has long been iln integml pmt oflmldscilpc perception studies 

(Jacobsen 2007). In general. the use of photographs was an efl'ective method for this 
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survey. Given that VIEWSTM outputs are in video fonnat , it would be possible to use 

sections of video in the survey. as donc by Brush 1'1 af. (1000) in their study of 

preferences for scenic rural driving routes. However. in the context of this study. this 

option would probably be more viable for in-depth interviews. focus groups or lollow-up 

discussion than for an individual sun'ey. 

While a comparison of the rank and associated values of eac·h photo docs show 

some correspondence between preference and scenic/aesthetic value. there are value 

selections that suggest respondents were not simply picking the prettiest pictufCs. As 

suggested by SCOI\ and Canter (1992). thc survey qucstions wcrc dcsigned to stress the 

importance of evaluating the landscape. not the photo. A possible improvement to the 

mcthod would be to include a test during the survey design phase in order to sec whethcr 

people werc rcally responding to the photographs or to the represented landscape. This 

could be done by showing respondents difTerent photographs of the same landscapes. 

reducing the likelihood that the resulting landscape preferences were intluenced by the 

quality of the photos. A similar approach could be incorporated into the survey design. so 

that respondcnts were shown one of a set of photos representing each landscape type 

rhc photos used in this survey were all taken during the landscape inventory 

process. The systematic nature of the landscape inventory technique used in this study 

may have helped to reduce fCspondcnt confusion about whether to judge the pictufC or 

place. The photos were all taken from the same perspective. under similar weather 

conditions. and without the perspective of an artistic photographer. In an artistic sense. 

they were all equally ordinary photos. Some resident respondents were displeased by thi s. 

however. feeling it was a misrepresentation of the landscape. 
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Respondent comments during survey administration also sugge~tthatthe tenn 

"landseape" may not be as familiar or meaningfu l to people as asserted 'by Philips and 

Clarke (2004. 53). who [lrgue th[lt it is a good concept on which to focus sust[linable 

development approaches for just this reason. Many respondems did not immediately 

recognize what W[lS meant by Ihe term "landscape" during recruitment. with many 

residents suggesting local people involved in government or regional organi7-utions as 

being more qual ified as experts to answer the survey. However. once the nature of the 

survey becmne dear and residents began to recognize that they were being asked about 

their opinion on Ihis [lspeet of their horne region. they were usually more enthusiastic. [lnd 

sometimes proud 10 offer their opinions. 

It was also quite cornman for residents 10 tell a story about the landscape. or to 

identify il [lnd mention somebody who lives nearby. This kind of response indie[ltes Iha1. 

[It least for the residents. the landscape was usually being judged mthcr than the picture. 

There are possibilities that this tendency would not be [IS strong for visitors or non

visitors. who had less experience with the specilic landscapes. and were probably more 

likely to view them as physical landscape types. rather than specific places. llowever. as 

noted above. the survey questions were (arefully worded 10 reduce the likelihood of this 

by emphasizing that the landscape was the object in question. Written and verbal 

instructions also indie[lted that this survey was intended to gauge respondent perceptions 

of eoastallandscapcs on the Burin Peninsula (sec the survey introduction screenshOI in 

Appendix 13). A possible improvement to the method would be to include one or IWO 

photos oflandseapcs from outside of the region. which were potentially unt:1miliar to all 

respondents. Comparing residents ' response \0 these images and images of local 
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landscapes could help explain whelher they were favouring specific locally known places 

or responding more generally 10 the type of landscape. 

The survey completed during this study is an e:-:ample of\\'hat Satterfield and 

Kalof(2005) refer to as a relativistic values study, showing a range of values Ihal may be 

useful to considcr for policy makers and practitioners in the realm of landscape 

governance for this region. The usc of quota sampling made it possible to obtain 

comp..1Table response sets from the three respondent groups ofresidenl. visitor. and non

visitor. The range of landscape preferences and valucs reported by thesc groups was 

useful for consideration of the relationships between landscape, tourism, and community 

sustainability for the Burin Peninsula region. Using a non-probability sampling method. 

thc aim of this study was not to generalize the landscape values for larger populations. but 

to represent a range of values for discussion. This is an applicable approach to landscape 

prelercnecs and valucs. which arc subjective and dynamic, with the potential to change 

over the course of one's own lifetime (Linton 1968). as social allitudes toward the 

environment change. and even with changes in immediate factors such as the perspective 

from which a landscape is viewed or thc comp..1ny one keeps while c:-:perieneing the 

landscape (Lowenthal 1978). 

As discussed in Section 3.2.2, this study was an adaptation of the paired 

comparison method and analysis employed by Chuenpagdee (2001 a) to discuss 

environmental damage schedules. This study is the firsl application of this method to 

study landscape preferences and values in NL The paired comp..1rison method used wilh 

landscape photographs appeared to eflcctivcly engage respondents, allowing them to 

e:-:press their landscape preferences and values. The interval scale dcri ved from analysis 
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of the survey results gives an interesting picture of the relative landscape preferences for 

the respondents in this study. 

An intcrval scale would also be a valuable output for a similar study designed 10 

assess the relative importance of threats to landscape sustainability. A possible further 

contribution of this method to this subject would be to design a survey gauging public 

reaction to potemial resource loss related to future landscape usc seenarios. similar \0 the 

study by Chuenpagdee (2001 a) which gauged the relative importance of coastal 

resources. The inclusion of more photographs showing coastal development or other 

human disturbances could yield interesting results. While an option of "no V<lluc" was 

provided 3S <l response to the landscape values question. it was vel)' rarely selected. even 

for the least preferred photos. However. it is important to notc that the landscape photos 

selected for the survey did not include photos that were likely to cause strong negtuive 

reactions. It would also be interesting to sec how values were 3seribed. or not Hscribcd. to 

landsc3pe fe3lures more likely to cause contention. All terrain vehicle (ATV) usc. for 

example, is a potential source of conflict regarding 13nd usc on the Burin Peninsul<l. 

While the <lctivit)' is enjoyed by many residents. it has environmental consequences that 

can afTect the ecological integrity and visual quality of loc3113ndscapcs. Including photos 

that show the impacts of such disturbances on t3ndscapc could h<lve made the survey 

results more interesting in terms of imp lie at ions for future 13nd usc scenarios. 

Another possible extension of this survey would be to usc online surveyi ng with 

software such as Sa\\100th SS I Web. Several potential visitor respondents asked if the 

survey could be completed online after their trip. explaining that they did notl1<lve time to 

participate whcn approachcd. Thc software was easy to usc for the majority of 
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respondents. and with detailed written instructions to respondents. the survey could have 

been effectively self-administered online. Roth (2006) advocates for the use of the 

imernet as a valid alternative to on-site or photograph-based surveys on public landscape 

perceptions. If an online landscape values survey was developed for communities in NL. 

the resulting inlonnation could be inlCgrated with the NL Community Accounts website. 

providing an online resource for tourism planning. community sustainability planning. 

and other processes afteeting landscape governance. Interestingly. the ongoing National 

Geographic eastern Newfoundland Geotourism project may lead in the same direction 

(National Geographic Society 2011). This project includes an online. map-based 

application through which people can nominate important areas for geotouri sm in this 

region. An online landscape values mapping initiative has also been developed by 

researehcrs at the University of PEl Institute of Island Studies (U PEI101 1). based on the 

values mapping survey method used by Brown and Raymond (2007). Instruments such as 

Ihese. developed through collaboration with universities and other institutions and 

organizations. may help address the problem of overcoming limited local capacity for 

eommunityengagemem 

Finally. the results produced through this method could be enhanced with more 

qualitative infonnation related to landscape. identity. and mea~ing. An attempt was made 

in this study to understand some contextual infonnalion. with the survey comprising 

questions on both prderencesand values. As noted by Penning-Rowsell ( 1981). 

landscape perception studies based solely on visual preferences may omit important 

underlying causes of perceptions. such as values. The results of this study support 

Penning-Rowsell"s (1981. 32) argument that in preference studies. landscapes that are not 
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preferred may still be valuable for contextual factors such as rarity or historic 

associations. Further investigation of this type of contextual infon11ation could be gained 

through qualitative methods such as locus groups and interviews with representatives of 

each respondent group. As noted by Dearden and Sadler (1989). the use ofmultiple 

methods is likel y to produce the most va luable infonnation on a landscape. which is a 

broad. multi-facetcd subject that warrants allcntion from interdisciplinary perspectives. 
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CHAI'TER 7 

CONCL USION 

7. 1 SUnlnla ry and Key Findings 

Coastal landscapes arc an important natural resource with potential value for 

communities. Governance of this resource can be made more cffective with a greatcr 

understanding of the values of coastal landscapes and the reasons for which they arc 

valued. This research has progressed with the goal of understanding coastal landscape 

values for the Burin Peni nsula region ofNL where it is possible that landscapes have 

value for tourism and lor community sustainabi lity. This goal was addressed through the 

complction ofa landscape inventory and a landscape values study. The key findings lor 

each process are discussed below. 

7.1. 1 LlIIlllsctlpe lm'ellfory 

The first aim of the study was to elicit public perceptions on landscape 

preferences and values. As an initial step. a landscape inventory was completed for the 

region's main tourism route. This provided basel ine infomKllion about the landscapes in 

the study area. while also providing landscape photos to be used in the landscape values 

study. 

The inventory was completed with an innovative application ofV IEWST.\t. which 

integrates high.dcfinition video and GI'S to create geo-referenced images. A sample of 

these photos was coded according to landscape features. with cluster analysis used as 11 

tool to group the photos into significant types of land sea pc. The results of this analysis 
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show Ihallhcrc is a rcltltivcly homogenous collection oflalldscapc types to be viewed 

from the region"s main transportation roule. with forest and barrens dominating. and a 

lower number of open coastal views. 

7.1.2 L(lIId~'capl! lIallles S"n"q 

Nine photos from the landscape inventory were integrated into an electronic 

survey with Sawtooth SS I Web sofiwarc. The photos were used as landscape surrogates 

in the survey 10 elicit landscape preferences and values. The included photographs were 

chosen \0 represent the dominant landscape types identified through coding and cluster 

analysis. as well as OIher landscape types idcntilicd as important by louTism materials and 

through consultation with key informants during the survey design phase. 

The surwy included three sections: landscape choices. landscape values. and 

respond{>nt information. The first landscape (hokes section consisted ora paired

comparison exercise in which respondents were shown pairs of landscape photos and 

asked to choose which was most appealing. The results of this exercise were analyzed to 

show the collective rank-order and interval scale value for total respondents and for the 

three respondent groups. Results show a general consensus for landscape preferences. 

with the photos representing a coastal islands landscape and a coastal community 

landscape with fishing infrastructure ranked highest by all groups. 

Consensus between groups was tested using Kendalrs I rank correlation 

coefficient. which measures agreement in the ranking of objects. The results show 

significant correlation between the ranking decisions of all three respondent groups. The 

strongest correlation was between visitors and non-visitors. the two non-resident 
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respondcnt groups. Thc wcakcst corrclation was between the resident and non-visitor 

groups. 

These results suggest that experience or familiarity with the local landscapes was 

a lactor in detennining landscape preferences. Scction three of the survey included a 

qucstion on respondems· lamiliarity with local landscapes. asking whether they 

considered themselves to be not familiar. somcwhat familiar, or very familiar with the 

landscapes shown in the survey photographs. To test for the inlluence of familiarity. 

respondents were (liso grouped by these three response categories and their collective 

rankings of landscape photos were tested for correlation using KendaWs I. The results of 

this analysis showed significant corrclation betwcen all three groups. The very familiar 

nnd somewhnt familiar cntcgories showed perfect consensus. while there was a weaker 

correlation between each of these groups and the not familiar group. Familiarity was the 

only respondent variable that showed diflerellces betwccn rank correlation. with no 

significant diffcrenccs sccn according to respondent age group or gender. 

In Section Two of the survey. respondents were askcd to choose the types of value 

they associated with the landscape in caeh of the nine photos. The range ofvalucs given 

included: ecological. economic. historic. recreational. scenic/aesthetic, and social/cultural. 

Respondents were nlso given a choice to select no value, or to specify another type of 

value. The results of this section show that the landscapes were associated with a range of 

values by all respondent types, with the option of no value being chosen vcry rarely. 

There is also cvidence that the type of values selected by residents. visitor, and non

visitor respondents differed for scveral photographs. 
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A comparison of results from the paired comparison exercise wilh Ihe values 

info rmation from Section Two shows that. whi le there was a general consensus on 

landscape preferences. the values associatcd with prcferred landscape types ditTcred 

according to respondent group. 

7.1.3 Key Fimlillgs 

In summary. the key findings of the landscape inventory and landscape values 

survey inc lude: 

The most preferred landscape types for all respondents were open coastal 

landscapes. with photos ora coastal islands landscape and a coastal 

community landscape with fishing infrastructure receiving thc highest 

collective ranking from total respondents. lind from each of the respondent 

groups. 

nlere was signilicant correlation between the collective lan~scape 

preference rankings by each of the respondent groups. The strongest 

consensus was between visitors and non-visitors. while the weakest was 

between residents and non-visitors. Fam iliarity and experience with local 

landscapes may have been a factor. While there was perfect agreement 

between the ranking by respondents who were somewhat fam iliar and 

those who self-identified as vcry familiar with the landscapes. thcre was a 

weaker correlation between these groups and the respondents who were 

not familiar with the landscapes. 
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Re~pondenls often chose 10 nssociale multiple values 10 the nine landscape 

types represented in the survey. Respondenls rarely eho~e to assign no 

value to a landscape. 

There were differenccs in how the three respondent groups valued the 

individual photos. Results also show that while thc different rcspondent 

groups ranked their preferred landscapes similarly. thcy sometime~ valued 

them for different reasons. 

The ranking of preferred landscapes lended to place the landscnpes 

frequentlyassigncd s(enic/aesthetic value in the highest position. 

I lowcver. sometimes landscapes valued for other reasons ranked higher in 

preference than landscapes with a high(T number of scenic/aesthetic value 

selections. 

Landscape types which were not ranked hi gh in tellns of preference still 

had other types ofvalu(s associated with them. 

The region's main transportation route, Routc 210, docs not frequently 

provide open views of coastal landscapes. The dominant landscape types 

arc foresland barrens. 

7,2 Putential Cuntribu tions to )'olicy 

The second goal of this research was to consider how thi~ infol111<1tion can help 

inform tourism planning, community sustainability planning. and other measures 

innuencing the govemanee of this landscape as a resourec. As discussed in Chapter 6. 
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there are several implications of this research for policy alTecting thesc areas. By 

contributing inlomlation on the local landscape inventory and non-resident landscape 

preferences and values. this study may potentially contribute to tourism marketing and 

promotion for the Burin Peninsula region. The evidence for residcnt landscape values also 

supports the case for considering local landscapes in community sustainability planning. 

Also. by providing evidence for the value of this resource. the results ofthc study suggest 

that it is justifiable to address landscape as an authentic coasHlI resource. which requires a 

focused resource governance approach. 

7.3 i\1et hot! ologiea IContributions 

The landscape inventory involved the lirst application of the VIEW$TM system lor 

academic research. The method uscd in this study shows the ut ili ty of the system for 

landscape studies and for collecting useful baseline data for land usc planning. While this 

study used an automobile·mounted camera to collect landscape photos on a regional 

scale. the method could also be used to capture data on a smaller geographic space. This 

could be useful fo r cataloguing important heritage features. valued coastal scenery. and 

other landscape features. Such efforts could help add spatial infomlation on kcy local 

landscapes for land usc planning and coastal development decisions. 

Thc method uscd to code key landscape features in this study is also widely 

applicable. The method provides an effecti ve. systcmatic way to sort landscapes into 

types according to biophysical features. While the appropriate features to be coded might 

vary according to local landscape characteristics. the method is llexible and applicable to 

ot her areas besides the Burin Peninsula. 
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This study also contributed a method of eliciting public perceptions on landscape 

preferences and values. The study supports thc usc of the paired-comparison method liS II 

tool for this type of research. This method would be particularly useful for further studies 

which measure public attitudes towards future land usc development lind possible 

landscape impacts. The addition ofa values question to the paired comparison exercise in 

this study contributes to a richcr interpretation of paired comparison results. While the 

mcthod used in this study did allow tor the collection of some contextual infomlation 

through the questionnllire format. illtcrpretlltion could lIlso be improved with the addition 

of qualitative infonnation gained through interviews or focus groups. 

The study also shows how II 1lll1dscape values survey could be designed for the 

internet using sol\ware such as Sa\\100th SS I Web. While this survey was not mlldc 

available online tor this study. it provides a useful template lor developing online surveys 

to capture public landscape perceptions. 

7.4 Future Research 

While this study has eflcctively captured importllllt inlonnation about landscllpe 

values. thcre are limitations to the possible application of these resuhs for governance of 

coastal areas. The study shows the scale of landscape preferences and the range of 

landscape va lues for the three interest groups of residents. visitors and non-visitors. 

allowing for the identification of simi larities and diffcrences in how thc rcsouree is valucd 

by mu ltiple stakt-:holders. I lowever. the values expressed by these results are re lated to 

biophysicllilandscapc types. rather than spccifi(; locations. Further work on the meaning 

and location of important landscapes for residents would (;ontribute to planning pro(;esses 
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affecting the resource. while studying tourist prderences for specific landscape 

attractions would be valuable for tourism marketing and development purposes. 

Qualitative in lonnation gained through resident interviews or focus groups would 

be panieularly applicable to the identification and interpretation ofimponant heritage 

landscapes. Funher work on resident place attachment. including measures of place 

dependence and placc identity, could be valuable for understanding the sociocultural 

impon anee of landscapes on the Burin Peninsula. This type of infommtion could be 

collected using an online map-based application. such as the one used by Brown and 

Raymond (2007). This method is currently being implemented in an online application to 

study landscape values and imponant places in PEl (UPE I 2011). 

Another online application has been set up by the Eastern Newfoundland 

Geotourism project (National Geographic Socicty 2011). This project allows users to 

enter spatial and qualitative infonnation on important places for tourism in eastern NL. 

This information will be val uable for understanding tourism experiences in the area. 

Additional studies with Durin Peninsula tourists could be designed to contribute an 

unders tanding of the range of landscape experiences expected by visitors to the region. 

Understanding the different expectations that tourists have for expericncing local 

landscapes may help infOffil regional tourism development and guide tourism markcting 

and promotion. 

Finally. further work is required to establish best practice policies eoneeming 

coastal landscape use and development. Whi le this thesis has suggested directions for 

such policy. thcre is collaboration required between local and regional institutions to 

fu rther these efforts. 
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7.5 Concludin g Remark.~ 

Coastal landscapes have fonned the seuing for communities on the Burin 

Peninsul3 since it W3S first seuled for fishing. As such. they h3vc pl3ycd till importmu role 

in the history or Burin Peninsul3 residents. who have traditionally lived and worked 

closely with the coastal environment. This study suggests that the coastallandsc3pes of 

this region are sti ll valuable to its residents for 3 widc rangc of reasons. Visitor 3nd nOI1-

visitor responses also show that the kmdscapes of the 3re3 h3ve value for outsiders for 

reasons such as scenic/aesthetic quality or ecological importance. The differcnt va lues 

selected for these 13ndscape types rellect 3 variety of meaningful interactions between 

people and the landscape. There is a need fo r landscape managemclltthat recognizes the 

valucofthese interactions. 

Governance 3ppro3ches such as community sustainabi lity planning or integrated 

coastal management could be improved by recognizing this value and planning for the 

sust3in3bilily of this resource. Sustainable tourism initiatives for the region must also be 

integrated with these wider governance me3sures. since c03stal devclopment decisions 

are likely to have consequences for valued coastal landscapes. Thcse governance needs 

could be met by 3 comprehensive provinci311and use policy. including guidelines for 

sustainable landscape management. and enacted through collaborat ion with IOC31 

3uthorities. Incre3sing local capacity to affect govenmnce on the local landscape sca1c is 

another challenge and a priority. Local expertise can be used to identify and interpret 

important local landscapes. while providing infonnation on past and present land use to 

understand the processes oflandscapc change. Community engagement is a key fHctor to 

facilitating this. and public perccptions on preferences and val ues may help infonn 
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dTcctivc governancc. By investigating thc valucs of coastallandscapcs ;n the Burin 

Peninsula region. this study has made progress toward this goal. while illustrating the 

value of coastal landscapes to rural arcas of Nt. 
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AI'I'ENDIX A: I'HOTO CODING MATRIX EXAMI'LE 

PHOTO 10 o Al A2 A3 A4 n TZT3 T4 T5 5 F 1 R 

Burin-20lO 05 13-15 58 43.jpg 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 000 00 

Burin-20lO 05 13-15 58 59.jpg 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 000 00 

Burin-20lO 05 13-15 59 14.jpg 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 000 00 
Burin-2OlO 05 13-15 59 29.jpg 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 000 00 
Burin-2Ol0 05 13-15 59 44.jpg 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 000 00 

Burin-2Ol0 05 13-15 59 59.jpg 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 000 00 

Burin-2OlO 05 13-1600 13.jpg 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 000 00 

Burin-2Ol0 05 13-1600 25.jpg a 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 000 00 

Burin-2Ol0 05 13-16 00 4O.jpg a 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 000 00 

Burin-2OlO 05 13-1600 S5.jpg a 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 000 00 

Burin-2Ol0 05 13-16 01 lO.jpg a 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 000 00 
Burin-2Ol0 05 13-16 01 2S.jpg a 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 000 00 

Burin-2Ol0 05 13-16 01 41.jpg 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 000 00 

Burin-2010 as 13-16 01 56.jpg 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 000 00 

Burin-2OlO_05_13-16 02_11.jpg 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 000 00 

Burin-20lO os 13-16 02 2S.jpg 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 000 00 

Burin-2010_OS_13-16 02_40.jpg 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 000 00 

Burin-20lO os 13-16 02 SS.jpg 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 000 00 

Burin-2OlO os 13-16 03 10.jpg 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 000 00 

Burin-2OlO os 13-1603 24.jpg 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 000 00 

Burin-20lO 05 13-1603 4O.jpg 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 000 00 

Burin-2Ol0 05 13-1603 S6.jpg 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 000 00 

Burin-2OlO 05 13-1604 11.jpg 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 000 00 

Burin-20lO 05 13-1604 27.jpg 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 000 00 

Burin-20l0 05 13-16 04 43.jpg a 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 000 00 

Burin-2010 as 13-16 as OO.jpg a 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 000 00 

Burin-20lO 05 13-16 ffi 18.jpg a 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 000 00 

Burin-2Ol0 05 13-16 os 37.jpg a 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 000 00 

Burin-2Ol0 05 13-16 ffi 56.jpg 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 000 00 
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A I' I'[NI)JX R: SURVEY SCR[ENSHQTS 

Bunn Pemn~ula Coa~tal Landscapes Survey 

Welcome 

.. 
Bunn Pen1n~u la Coa~lallandscape~ Survey 

Introduction 

This survey 15 about the potentlal ya lues 
of conlillandscapes on the Hu rln Pentnsul .. of Newfoundllnd 

Wt ...... kI~k.to .. kwllllycullrinl.~tIIe .... ( .. ol"'ndoc ..... lnlhi'.r". 

PIHHroote,ther •• renorit/"lloo"w, __ ,,· 
w.or.ontylnllere ...... lnwhitycu . hInk. .. 
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Bunn PemnsuLa CoastaL landscapes Survey 

Section 1: 

Landscape Choices 

(Thirty-six variations of the follo\\in£ question compri se Section 1) 

Bunn Pemnsula Coastal landscapes Survey 

Wnlch of these two landscapes Is more appeallnl to you? 

- ~--

~;-: .. ·.v •• 
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Bunn Pemnsula Coastal Landscapes Survey 

Section 2: 

landscape Values .. 
(Nine variations of the following question comprise Section 2) 

Bunn Penmsula Coastal Land~apes Survey 

What kInd of value d~ thIs landKape have for you? Choose aU that apply. 

B 

o 

o .. 
9 

9 

9 
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Burm Pemmula Coastal landscapes Survey 

Section 3: 

Information About Yourself -
Bunn Pemnsula Coastal landscapes Survey 

Are you I resident of the Burin Penlnsull? 

G 

G -
(The fo llowing 2 questions arc for residents only) 

Bunn Pemnsula Coastal landscapes Survey 

What community do you live In? -
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Bunn Pemnsula Coastat landscapes Survey 

How mlny yelrs hive you lived on the Burin Peninsull? 

[3 

[3 

[3 

[3 

(The following live questions are for non-residents only) 

Bunn Penmsuta Coastat landscapes Survey 

Hive you ever visited the Burin Penlnsull of Newfoundllnd? 

[3 

[3 
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Bunn Penmsuta Coastat landscapes Survey 

How m .. ny times h .. ve you visIted the Bunn Penlnsul .. ? 

G 

G 

G 

8 

Bunn Pemnsula Coastal landsca~ Survey 

G 

G 
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Bunn Pemnsula Coastal Landscapes Survey 

Which provlnce/terrltory Ire you from? 

B 

B 

B 

B 

B 

B 

B 

III 

Bunn Pemnsula Coastal landscapes Survey 

Whllt country do you live In? 

III 
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B 

B 

B 

B 
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(The remaining questions are lor atl respondents) 

Bunn Pemnsula Coastal Landscapes Survey 

Howflmlllir Ire you with the landscapes Included In this survey? 

B .. III 

Bunn Pemnsula Coastal Landscapes Survey 

Have you ever enilled In Iny of the5e actlvltles? ChOO5e atl thlt apply. 

9 

9 

8 

a 

o .. 
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8 
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Bunn Pemnsula Coastal Landscapes Survey 

Whlltlsyouroccuplitton7 

,-----

Are you II member of Iny environmental orallntzltton? 

.. 
Bunn Pemnsula Coastal landscapes Survey 

Whit h your aender7 

[3 

[3 

Which lite aroup are you In? 

[3 [3 

[3 [3 

.. III 
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Burm Pemnsula CoaslallandKapes Survey 

Thank You 

You hillye now completed the survey. 

Thankyouforpillrtlclpilltlna· 

If you hillye any questions iIIbout this 5uNey, 
or you would like to see ill copy of the results, 

plUle contact Ian Murphy. 

Phone: 709-864·8019 
emillll:lilln.murphytl mun.ca 
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AI'I'ENI)IX C: PHOTO RANKI NG AND VALUES TABLES 

Ranking and valuc (%) of landscapc photos by residents 

Landscape Photo Resident Respondents (11~..\8) 
E~,,,. I 

Fishi ng 19 45 72 34 79 70 

Islands 51 13 45 91 21 
Harbour 23 74 55 36 55 64 

S" 64 13 21 43 79 23 

Recreation 47 23 43 51 66 30 

Community 81 19 40 70 23 

Residcmial 19 81 11 45 R9 

Forest 32 49 55 34 70 77 

Barrens 66 4 11 19 45 19 

Ranking and value scores (%) of landscape photos by visitors 

Landscape Photo Visitor Rcspondcnts (,,- 28) 
E ... >I"gi",1 

Islands 71 21 64 89 29 

Fi shing 39 64 79 46 82 82 
Harbour 39 68 64 39 64 75 

Sea 57 11 25 61 93 29 

Community 64 21 54 50 29 11 

Recreation 36 29 46 64 82 46 

Forest 36 39 50 39 68 54 

Res idential 11 25 71 21 46 79 11 

Barrens 57 11 50 57 11 11 
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Ranking and value scores (%) orJandscapc photos by non-visitors 

Landscape Photo Non-Visitor Respondents (II 22) 
1.«>1<,\,,,.1 

Islands 100 17 33 92 17 
Fishing 33 58 58 42 92 100 
Harbour 33 75 67 33 75 83 

S" 92 17 25 75 17 
Forest 67 33 33 33 75 75 
Recreation 25 33 42 58 75 50 
Community 83 17 25 25 75 25 
Barrens 50 17 a 17 50 17 
Residential 8 50 0 33 100 0 
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